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which have happened
divion the Las
sion onlj recently, according to reports given out by local railroad men.
However, the death, of Fireman Skyles Is the first fatality to result from
such an accident "When ?the tender
parted from engine 1613,. the safety
chains also broke, and to this fact Is
probably due the death of Skyles, for
had these chains held, he might have
been able to secure a hold on them
and saved himself from falling beneath the train.
Only a week or so ago, an accident
identical with the one of yesterday
with the exception that the fireman
escaped death, occurred on Glorieta
MISCAL H. SKYLES THE VICTIM
mountain, when engine No. 909, EnOF A HORRIBLE ACgineer Milroy at the throttle, broke
in two while helping the Chicago LimCIDENT
ited up the mountain. Fireman Ball,
was just in the act of opening the
ENGINE BROKE IN TWO firebox door at the time, and managedto
to hang onto the chain attached
the door, which kept him from fallLOCO-- , ing beneath
the tender. Engineer
FROM
TENDER PARTED
BAR
Milroy opened up his engine to keep
MOTIVE WHEN DRAW
the tender from catching the fireman.
SNAPPED
Ball finally managed to climb back
into the cab again.
Fireman Miscal. H. Skyles, while
HARRIED
VICTIM RECENTLY
a native of Texas, had been reared
and educated in Boise, Idaho, where
his father, a wealthy cattleman, reWEEKS
THREE
BRIDE OF
sides. He was 23 years of age and
BY HUSBAND'S AWhad been employed by the Santa Fe
FUL DEATH
company only about two months. He
had been connected previous to that
with the Denver & Rio Grande
time
accidents
horrible
One of the most
railroad running out of Grand JuncMexico
New
the
on
in many months
tion, Colo., and with the Northern
division of the Santa Fe railway, oc- Pacific out of Ogden, Utah, serving
curred yesterday morning at 9:35 in the capacity of. fireman in both in
o'clock near Twitchell Biding, two stances.
Married Three Weeks Ago.
miles below Lamy Junction, when the
One of the most pathetic incidents
drawbar on engine 1613 snapped,
throwing Fireman Miscal H. Skyles of the tragedy is that Skyles was on
of this city between the engine and Iy recently married in Albuquerquo to
tender. Death was practically instan Miss Sadie Pavey, of Grand Junction,
taneous, for the unfortunate fireman Colo., the wedding ceremony having
wag literally ground to pieces, tne been performed on November 25th.
tender and four cars passing over his Fireman Skyles was not a, member of
body.
any order, but had made application
Engineer Charles Spidel end Fire to become a member of the Brother
In
man Skytea left Las Vegas Saturday hood of Locomotive Fireman,
evening on engine No. 921, whlcn Bad which order be would hare been in
been discharged from the Las Vega itiated on December 15th. He carriel
an accident policy with the Pac'flc
hops and sent to Larar for duty as
helper on Glorieta mountain, reliev- Mutual Life Insurance company In the
death amounts
ing engine No. 1613. On arrival at sum f
'
Lamy, engine No. 921 was turned over to 33,000. The deceased bad male
to Engineer Croesen, while Engineer many friends during his short resi
Skyles took dence in Las Vegas. He was a young
Spidel and Fireman
charge of engine No. 1613. Following man who was well thought of wherev
the arrival of No. 10 at Lamy Sunday er he was known and possessed those
morning. Engine No. 1613, with a sterling qualities which go to make
train of thirteen cars, left the Junction a good man. He was a valuable raw
point tor Albuquerque. The train had in the service of the Santa Fe comproceeded about two miles, when the pany and would have no doubt been
accident which cost Fireman Skyles promoted in time to be an engineer.
his life, happened.
Besides the broken-heartewidow,
At the time the engine broke in Mr. Skyles leaves a father, a brother
two. Fireman Skyles was standing on and two sisters to mourn his sad and
the apron, a piece of sheet iron which untimely death.
The remains, which were brought
lays between the engine and tender,
preparing to shovel eome coal into the to this city this morning ort No. S,
firebox. Just as he stooped to pass from, Lamy, will be shipped to Grand
the coal, the draw bar snapped with- Junction, Colo., the home of the
out an instant's warning and the ten bride's parents, for burial, probably
der and engine parted. At first En tomorrow by J. C. Johnsen ami Son,
gineer Spidel, who reversed his en- undertakers.
gine in an effort to eave his fireman,
Coroner's Verdict.
The following is the verdict return
thought Skyles would regain his balance, as he fell forward, but in a ed by the coroner's Jury, which held
moment he had plunged beneath the an inquest at Lamy yesterday afterwheel'3 of the train.
noon:
his
Engineer
Spidel
stopped
"We, the undersigned Jurors, fine
train in several car lengths and he that Mr. M. H. Skyles met his deitn
end the head brakeman hurried back by the breaking of the draw bar and
to where Skyles body lay quivering engine and tender parting. Tender
.
between the rails. One. foot lay across and train running over him, thereby
either rail, both fearfully crushed, as being crushed to death, ' about the
did also his right arm, which was all hour of 9:35 a. m., of December 12,
but severed just above the wrist. His 1909. Both legs being crushed and
back was broken, his head cut and right arm.
bruised and his body otherwise bad"Signed,
ly mangled so as to be almost
"JOHN J. DURKIN, Pres.
The body was placed in
"W., J. GIBBS. Sec.
the caboose of 'the train and taken
"E. J. NELSON, Juror,
back to Lamy where a coroner's in"G. GARCIA," Juror.
quest was held later in the day.
"JOS. Wielennan, Juror,
Cause of Acoident.
,"BASELIO PEREA, Juror.
"EUSELIO GONZALES,
Three theories aa to the cause of
the accident have been advanced. The "Justice of the Peace Prect, No. 12.'
first Is that there was a defect in the
casting of the bar; the second is that PRESIDENT TO SPEAK
AT DIAMOND JUBILEE
the iron bar snapped as a result of
13. President
while
the
and
third
becoming chilled,
Washington, Dec.
perhaps the most likely one, is that Taft, went to New York today. Tothe tonnage being hauled by the en- night he will deliver an address ri
gine was greater than it could bear. Carnegie hall at the Diamond. Jubilee
Thie latter theory la supported by celebration of the Methodist;l church
"' 'A
four occurrences similar to the one missions in Africa.
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received from private instructors, but
In 1859 he went to Chicago and en
tered Douglas university, later tne
University of Chicago. The civil war
brought a halt to the completion oi
his collegiate training. Lurton enlistTennessee, com
ed in the Thirty-fiftmanded by Col. J. B. Hill, and was
made sergeant-major- .
in February, 1862 Major Lurton was
discharged on account of ill health,
but he was not idle long, as he returned in time to take part In the
battle of Fort Donelson, where he was
taken prisoner and confined in Camp
Chase. He was carefully guarded and
remained in prison until the end of the
ALREADY
HAS
war, when he entered the law depart- STORM, WHICH
ELELURTON
H.
HORACE
JUDGE
CHARACSENATOR
MARYLAND
ment of Cumberland University, LeCON- MANY
LIVES,
COST
VATED TO U. S. SUPREME
TERIZES HIM AS A DESbanon, Tenn.. and was graduated In
TINUES
BENCH
PERADO
February, 1867, and entered at once
'
J
into practice at Clarksville, Tenn.
in January, 1875, Judge Lurton was
OF AGE IS A SOUTHERN DEMOCRAT appointed' by Governor Porter chan- ITS FURY IS UNABATED
WORST CRIMINAL
cellor of the Sixth Chancery division
At
of Tennessee.
of the state
BATTLING WITH
FILLS VACANCY the
the . term MANY VESSELS
of
URGES PAS8AGE OF HIS BILL TO APPOINTMENT
expiration
TO
ATTEMPT
'W.
IN
WAVES
: CAU8ED BY JUSTICE PECK-HAMelectwas
of appointment in 1876 he
PROSECUTE TYRANT FOR
' ,f
REACH PORT
but
office
without
opposition,
,
to
the
ed
DEATH
..MURDER
in 1878 he resigned. From 1878 to
1886 he practiced law at Clarksville.
AflBflUND
In 1886 he was elected a Justice of CAR
KNOWN
JURIST
VICTIMS A WIDELY
TWO AMERICANS
the supreme court of Tennessee, and
'
In January, 1893, by vote of his col
,
IN
CON.
SERVICE
ACTIVE
leagues, became chief Justice in place BIG BOAT DRIVEN UPON 5ANB
WANTS DEATH OF CANNON AND SAW
who was governor-elec- t
IN DANGER OF BREAKof
Peter
Turney,
BAR,
DURING
ARMY
FEDERATE
GROCE .AVENGED REIGN OF
of Tennessee. Two months later
X.
ING UP
:
,
THE CIVIL WAR
.
TERROR
he was appointed by President Cleve..."
land circuit Judge of the Sixth United
Cleveland, Dec. 13. With twenty- the
Washington, Dec. 13 The nomina States circuit to succeed Howell B.
Washington, Dec. 13. ''In
elevated to five vessels today braving the gales and
school of corruption, dishonor, per- tion of Judge Horace H. Lurton, of Jackson, who had been bench.
States
supreme
Ice of the Great Lakeanearly all of
Jus the United
fidy and crime, President Zelaya, of Nashville, Tenn., to be associate
which are on their last trip, the shiptlce of the United States supreme
Nicaragua, stands without a peer, and court,
Justice FIRE DEPARTMENT CALLED
late
the
succeeding
ping season of 1909 la practically at
exhibits in one glow of associated
deceased, was sent to the
Peckham,
CHASE an end. It is believad that within'
GOOSE
ON
OUT
model
ani
of
the
every
pride
harmony,
senate by President Taft today.
hours the lakes will .be'
twenty-fou- r
perfection of every master. I have
was caused last
excitement
No
little
been reliably informed that his vices
'
cleared of all boats and the end of
Widely Known Jurist.
was soundin private life are more Infamous in
alarm
fire
the
when
13.
Dec.
night
Judge
Kashville,
wrecks and loss ot life will be at hand.
their indescribable details than the H. H. Lurton,Tenn.,
as ed for a fire reported to be at the Only one .boat is now known to be In
whose
appointment
iniquities of his public career. Such
to Judge Peckham on the Santa Fe stock yards, north of the peril. That is the car terry Aania-bul- a
creature as this deserves the execra- a successor
of the United States,
bench
which la aground on a Sand bar
supreme
The East Side fire department
tion of mankind."
has been a city.
entrance" to the harbor at Port
the
at
when
Thus spoke Senator Rayner, of was announced today,
to
the
fire,
member of the U. S. circuit court of went about half way
Canada. A heavy sea ,i
BurwelU
when
senate
in
the
today,
Maryland
it was discovered that the blaewae
over
sixteen
for
sixth
district
the
and
there la danger of the boat
authoris
Yaging
resolution
bis
he called up
the
years; It was while he was serving beyond the stock yards,, and only had
to pieces. The boat is near tha
ing: President Taft to take all seces- - on
goiag
which
some
of
wreckage
the supreme bench of Tennessee burning
slibjre and the crew can be. rescued
Ztr
eary steps to apprehend President
he received the present appoint been, purposely set afire by the Santa
lava of Nicagarua, and bring- him to that
nr,a
fire
Fe
the
and
department easily u necessary, ur Mie niiy-eigtrial on the charge of murdering ment from President- Cleveland in not company
notified.
3593.
At
been
he
had
time
that
long
Groee and Cannon, the two Americans.
The inconvenience of the fire de.prominent member of his
Senator-Hayner''
speech was unspafH
I.
partment
responding to this1 alarm
of ?elaya, profession in the south and his long could : have
lng in Us arraignment
. bee's?1
overcome
easily
add'
bench
on
has
the
national
service,
whom he designated aa one of the
Nine Bodies- Recovered .ff.
" ' ed largely to his' reputation. In poli on the part of the man in charge of
worst criminals of the age.
Dec. 13. It became known
the
he
had
if
the
'Erie,
Pa.,
bonfire,
reported
re
is
a
Lurton
Democrat, but in
"This desperado,"
he continued, tics,
matter before hand. It was no Joke today that thirty-eigh- t
persons, inout
cent
been
of
has
he
sympa
years
state
is everything the secretary- of
left' Conneaut,
for th firemen or the fire team to go stead of thirty-two- ,
in
faction
the
dominant
that
with
thy
gays about him, and a great deal more.
on: a several miles goose chase.
Ohio, last Thursday aboard the car
I have watched years of revolution- - party.
The wreckage burned was that of a ferry Marquette and the Beasemer
Judge Lurton was born in Kentuc
(Continued on Page 4)
ky in 1844. His early education was small wreck ' which occurred 'in the Number 2, which met disaster in ovth
vicinity of the stock yards yester terrlfln storm that hns nravailivl
Lake Erie ever since last Wednesd
day afternoon.
Nine of this number, all frozen It.
were picked up yesterday in
death,
RAILWAY MAGNATE'S SON
one of the ferry's yawl. (Swing to
, IN RACE AGAINST DEATH the fierce Btorm, efforts to search for
have been
the missing twenty-nin- e
San Francisco, Dec. 13. Herman Impossible.
". '
Theodore Kruttschnltt, a son of Julius
Kruttachnitt,, president of the Harri- Only 32 Persons Listed
man
system of railroads, whose se
Contractor W. A. Cole, of the firm as the contractors of Ft. Collins, Colo.,
Detroit, Dec. 13. At the offices of
of Cole & Work, which will have arrive on the ground with their steam rious illness brought his father to this the Marquette and Bessemer Dock
and Navigation company, it was stat
charge of the construction of the Cam- - shovel, which is now on the way.
city last week, was removed from a
field reservoir on the Las Vegas grant,
Elmer Lyke, general foreman for local hospital to a special train yester ed today that the company's informapeople, not
spent the day at the site of the diver- Cole & Work at French, will reach day and hurried to Arizona In a last tion was that thirty-twwere aboard the car fer
sion dam, where he laid out the camp the city this evening to take active desperate effort to save his life. It thirty-eigh- t,
which will be established there.
charge of the work here. He will is understood Tucson was the destl ry lost fn Lake Erie last Thursday.
Contractor Cole stated to an Optic have supervision .over both the camp nation.. The immediate removal of
representative this afternoon that ac and the men employed.
Storm In Pennsylvania
young kruttschnltt to the desert coun
tive construction work would begin
Henry Hipsh, formerly of the Optit try was the only possible way of sav
Pittsburg, Dec. 13. A severe sleet
not later than Wednesday. Many of staff, will relieve Mr. Lyke as foreman ing his life,; according to the physi and wind storm
wire comthe teams and scrapers used by the at French, departing for that place to- cians attending him. He was accom munication east of crippled
this city today. Al
contractors on a project at French, are morrow to assume charge of the com- panied by his mother and Bister, three
ready several deaths are reported in
now on their way to Las Vegas over-Ian- ', missary and clerical work of the con- nurses and two physicians.
western Pennsylvania and the damage
and will arrive nmorrow some- struction camp there.
will be heavy. The center of the
Mr.
Cole
announced today that he
time
storm apparently is in the Alleghenies.
ACCIDENT
JUROR
TO
The team work will not be very ex would leave for Denver tomorrow,
In that vicinity a heavy snow, sleet
STOPS MURDER TRIAL and wind
tensive at fjrst, the greater part of where he goes to close a deal to put
storm has leveled wires,
the work being handled by laborers, in another big reservoir for the
fences and barns, and blocked rail
Dec.
of which there will be a large force. French Land and Irrigation cmpany
Cincinnati,
Jl3. A loat cuff roads. The storm extends from the
The work will be in full blast aa won at French.
.;'
button, a fall on an icy pavement, a Missouri river east.
dislocated collar bone and a broken
wrist today stopped the whe'ela of Jus- DESPERATELY ILL IS
tice in the murder trial here of May
THE KING OF BELGIUM
Ewen, colored, being' tried on a
clu.;? of murdering Al Owens, also
Brussels, Dec. 13. King Leopold is
color. 4. Walter Ludlow, one of the reported to be dying today but the
jurors, fell on a slippery sidewalk and report lacks confirmation. Neverthebroke his wrlat. .' Arriving home he less it is known that his condition has
discovered that in the fall he had lost reached the critical stage. It was de
cuff button. : He went back to cided this morning that if there was
bonds and were, purchas- a
penver, Dec. 13. A $4,000,000 irri twenty-yea- r
for the button, fell again and no change for the better t y tomorrow,
search
ed at 95.
gation deal was closed in Denver Sat
his collar bone. The mur an operation would be performed. He
dislocated
&
Arson,
Son, Chicago bond brokers
urday, whereby the control of the will undertake
der
has
been postponed. T
trial
is suffering from intestinal trouble.
to place these securigreat Henrylyn and the Golden-Littl- e
ties in the east. This firm la said to
ton 'system was transferred to the hold an interest in the
purchasing,
Camfield Development company, in
....
company.'
L
which David H. Moffat, William G.
Of the entire acreage in these two
K.
Gerald
J.
Mullen,
Hughes districts 100,000 acres are in Southern
Evans,
D. A. Camfield and other Chicago cap- Weld
county, while the remainder are
,
italists are interested, i
VIV.,'
close to Denver, being along the line
The two irrigation districts through of the
Burlington road, near Barr,
which these systems will distribute Hudson,'
Keeneaburg, Roggen, etc.
water comprises 125,000 acres of The
territory along the new line of
land within a radius of forty miles of the Union
New York, Dec. 13. With the ar biaeball, saying he is against Ward's
Pacific, which will go east
Denver, and the. transaction .means through Fort Morgan, is .also includ- rival here today of Ban Johnson, of eletioni and the attempt of Charles
that a vast territory' adjacent to this ed ,and so la the land northward from
the American league,; the , ; baseball V. Murphy of Chicago, and John T.
city 'Will floon'. begin to pour in un Hudson along therBarlington'sitneinr
Bnifeh,.of New
to control the J
public will soon learn ,, whether, the National league. ark,
.'
told wealth.
A close; friend of
line to Greeley.
f..
The; control of the Henrylyn and the
Within this great empire the rait junior league's opposition to the etec-o- f President. Hermann said, yesterday Jn !
n
f
John M. Ward
systems was secured roads of Colorado and the promoters
presidency.; of Cincinnati .that (if Ward .were .victor!-'
through the purchase of the entire of land and irrigation projects have the National league will cause a spilt ous, Hermann and. Drey fus-- , that is "
bond issue of the two districts
planned to spend $10,000,000. In a in the relations of the two bodies and the Cincinnati and Plttsbuig clubs,
$432,000 by the Camfield
Developprecipitate a baseball war. Johnson would leave the National league and
ment company. These are 6 per cent
has practically threatened organized go to the American.
(Continued on Page 4)
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WORTH OF JEWELS

New York, Dec. 13. A tbrea hundred thousand dollar jewel robbery,
the largest of its kind that has occurred here in inahy years, was reported
to the police today: The jewelry was
stolen Saturday 'from the' apartments
of Mrs. John Williams Jenkins, ; formerly of Chicago, who while living in
New York, has resided oh the eigthth
floor of the Hotel Lorraine, Fifth avenue and Forty-Fift-h
street.

' ;Mrs. Jenkins left the hotel about
three o'clock Saturday atfernoon.
When she returned at 5:30 her rooms
rooms were in disorder and her collection of diamonds .and other jewels
hich, had been placed i; in a black
leather case on the dressing table,
were one.
.,.
were at
; A large force of detectives
once put on the case, but nothing has
'
been found so far.
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ON NEW RULES

SANTA

FE ABOUT TO ISSUE
REVISED EDITION OF
REGULATIONS

A

RAILROAD WORLD
ternooa tor service out of hero oa
No. 2 yesterday.
Engineer Barney Archibald was
marked up on the off duty board yesterday for one trip.
Conductor Blair and crew loaded
five cars of sheep tat the local
stock yards yesterday afternoon.
Engine No. 935 has been discharged
for duty from the shops at Raton
for duty on the second division.
Conductor Love and crew unloaded
eighteen cars of cattle and sheep at
the local stock yards yesterday after
noon.

TO EE OUT FIRST OF YEAR

tvtry Employ Connected With the
Operating Department Will be
quired to Take Examination Re
cent Change are not Many, But
' Sufficient to Cause a Fresh Compi
lation., '
t
'

.,.Hnn la taken by the board, and It
will
la generally believed that such
HAS SERVED
Christmas
be the case, the coming
will be a happy one indeed for WarHALF CENTURY
avoid- mishap, and all this happened
ren, for it will be his first Christmas
outside of prison walls in half a cen'
without . either engineer moving a
hand toward the throttle lever or air
IN PENITENTIARY tury.
On the day that the board of parbrake, the device-- , working automatdons meets to consider his case Warically. The Invention la operated by
a third rail, the shoe for the locomo
ren will have completed an even fifty
REtive touching the rail, and receiving BOARD OF PARDONS MAY
years as an inmate of the state priLEASE MAN WHO KILLED
son. He is believed to be the longest
power through it both for the operation of the emergency brake and also
WIFE
imprisoned life convict in the United
tor a telephone. The principle is sim
States, and possibly in the world.
ilar to that of the block-signWhen the doors of the big prison first
system,
the track being divided into zones. The SENTENCE
WAS FOR LIFE closed behind him the civil war had
not commenced, railroad transportabrakes can be applied sharply or
their operation may be graduated, so
tion was in its Infancy and such comthat trains may be slowly brought to Since John Warren Entered Doors of mon conveniences of the present day
a standstill.
the Connecticut State Prison, Civil as the telephone, the electrle car, the
War Ha Been Fought Plead Guil- automobile, and the typewriter were
unknown or unheard of, not to menThere
Don't waste your money.
ty at Time of Trial to Escape Death tion the
Don't
skyscraper buildings, wireIt.
uses
for
are plenty of good
.
Penalty Brothers to Care for Him. less telegraphy, flying machines, subpay 40 to 50 cents a pound for baking
marine boats and a hundred and one
powder. K C Baking Powder is guaranteed to do better work, and it saves
Hartford, Conn., Dec 13. Within a other things with which the present
you 30 cents on a pound can.
few days the state board of pardons generation is familiar.
of Connecticut will consider and act j Wife murder was the crime for
Rollingstone Nomoss "If you could upon an application for the pardon which Warren was sentenced to life
One day; in July,
be a newspaper man wot job would of John P. Warren, who Is officially imprisonment
you like?" Tatterdon Torn "Sport- designated as convict No. 1 on the 1859, he Invited his eighteen-year-ol- d
state wife to take a walk with him, and,
ing editor of the Congressional Re roster of the big Connecticut
cord."
prison at Wethersfield. If favorable coming to a brook near their farm
In Willington, a fcmall town in Tolland county, In northeastern Connecticut, he suggested that they take oft
their shoes and stockings and' bath
their feet in the cool waters of the
brook.
She acquiesced, but once near the
A man who has weak and impaired stomach and who does not
brook Warren seized her and held
properly digest his food will soon find that his blood has become
weak and impoverished, and that his whole body is improperly and
her head under the foot or more of
..
insnfficiently nourished.
water until life was extinct. Just
what was the motive that actuated
Dr. PIERCE'S GOLDEN MEDICAL DISCOVERT
makes the etomach atroat, promote the flow of
the man to commit the deliberate,
dlteatlve lalcea. reatorem the
appetite, make
and apparently unproaeelmllatloa perfect, larliorate the liver and
voked
on his wife, none knew,
crime
-parltlee and anrlcbea the blood. It la the treat blood. maker,
and Warren himself . never talked of
fleah'bullder aad reatoratlto oerre tonic, it make mem '
the crime, since he confessed and
strong In body, actlra In mind and cool In ladiemenu
pleaded guilty at the time of his arThis "Discovery" is-- a pure, flyoerie extract of American medical
roots,
rest,
'
g
absolutely free from alcohol and all injurious,
All
its
drugs.
Warren's plea of guilty and his atingredients are printed on its wrappers. It has no relationship with secret
nostrums. Its every ingredient is endorsed by the leaders in all the schools of
torney's earnest plea for a second
medicine. Don't accept a secret nostrum as a substitute for this
n
degree sentence, saved his life and
Asi voua neighbors. They must know of
remedy of known composition.
he was sentenced to prison for life on
durin P
0
m,"7,?uI? m"de bT.it
ye"", right in your own neighborhood.
the day on which a notable meeting
World'l
Dispensary Medical Association, Dr. R.V. Pierce, Pres., Buffalo N Y
was held In Hartford of famous Con- ,

:

Conductor P. Stuart has taken
few days' lay off and gone to Albu
querque, where he will probably spend
the holidays.
C. M. Duncan, operator at Watrous,
is taking a few days' vacation and
has been relieved by C. F. Evey, of
Colmor station.
Engineer Ruby of the Raton divi
slon, was off duty here yesterday on
account of his engine having been
used on the south end..
Engineer A. W. Green has been
transferred to the Raton division for
temporary duty on account of the
shortage of engineers at that ponit.
Conductor Dougherty and crew of
the freight service "lined" up with
the brae's button brigade .Saturday
night and handled No. 9 out of this

Every employe of the Santa Pe con
nected witb the operation of trains
is shortly to be Instructed to appear
for examination on the new book of
rules about to be issued. Since the
present book was Issued many changes have been made and the new issue contains these and many
other changes. It is stated that It is
.the Intention of the management to point
Engine No. 931, which stripped it
have the men connected with the
recently, was sent to
operating department insofar as the self at Onava
movement of trains Is concerned fiU the 'shops at Raton yesterday, dead
out new examination books and then In train, to be repaired and put Into
appear for a verbal, examination be- service again.
i fore
the board of examiners. The new Fireman Snelling is off duty on
examination books, to conform with. engine No. 1202 thereby giving Firethe new book of rules, have also been man J. E. Shaw an opportunity to ex
var
enlarged, containing many additional ercise his muscles pulling the
questions. The new rules occupy 200 nished" coaches.
Firemen Edward Smith, George
pages and although no drastic chang
es have been made, which will ma Mull, C. D. Crabtree and W. L. Scott
were sent up to
terially effect the present Instruction of the Raton division;
for engineers
examination
take
the
movement
of
the
trains,
regulating
they are presented in different form. yesterday In the Gate City. of
Car No. 407, privata car
Super
With the issuing of the new rules,
however, It ie stated that all the men intendent J. M. Kurn was sent to La
who have not been before the ex- Junta yesterday afternoon on No. 10
will occupy
amining board will be called on for at which point Mr. Kurn
examination. All conductors, engi- the car on his return from Topeka,
neers, brakemen, firemen, yardmen Kans.
Brakeman H. L. Starr departed
and operators will fill out new examination books and there may pos- yesterday afternoon for El Paso, Tex.,
sibly be created an exempt list of where he is to appear as a witness, in
men who have been employed for court. Brakeman C. A. Smith will
years who may escape with but the handle the brake club in his ab
filling out of the books. The books sence.
who
Brakeman J. M. McGovern,
will not be Issued probably before
has . been off duty for several days
the first of the year.
suffering with an attack of the grippe,
is. able to be out again but will not
)
RAILROAD NOTES
be back on his passenger run for a
J
Fireman Carter of the extra !board few days yet.
service Is laying oft for a few j days.
Conductor W. J. Fugate who has
Flremanf C. IX Comstock has been been off his passenger run for a few
i assipjjedtio regular duty' on (engine days on account of sickness, has reJ
ported for duty "bumping" Conductor
ti.rrine'I.o. J. W. Burkswho will retreat to the
esterday af- "long drags" again.
John Gordon, traveling freight and
passenger agent' for the Chicago, BurTHEY INJURE
lington & Quincy Railway company
)
visited the city yesterday from his
headquarters In Denver, leaving last
CHILDREN
evening for Santa Fe.
W. D. Shea, the versatile traveling
and passenger agent for the
freight
AND Denver & Rio Grande
CATHARTICS
ORDINARY
Railway comPILL8 AND HARSH PHYSIC
pany, was a visitor in the Meadow
s
,
City yesterday from his headquarters
,CAUSE DISTRESSING
in Santa Fe, in the interests of the
7 - COMPLAINTS
road he represents.
A slight accident took place in the
Your cannot be
in the
'
local
yards yesterday which resulted
selection ,of medicine ffor children.
In the smashing up of Way car . No.
Only the very gentlest bowel medicine
should ever be given, except in emer- 340, of which Conductor Love has
car. The damage
gency cases. Ordinary pills, cathar- charge, and a coal
tics and purgatives are apt to do more was due to the cars being "bumped"
harm than good. They cause griping, too hard by switch engine No. 380,
while switching cars around the
s
nausea and other distressing
L. P. Brownell, who has
that are frequently
entered the service on
recently
just
and a
annoyance.
We personally recommend and the Raton division, sprained his back
guarantee Rexall Orderlies as the saf- yesterday while at bis, duties on enest and most dependable remedy gine No. 25 and was compelled to
for constipation and associate bowel lay down the scoop on arrival at this
disorders. W have such absolute point and deadhead back to Raton,
faith in the virtues of this remedy returning yesterday afternoon on No.
that we sell It on our guarantee of 2. Fireman Shelley of the third dis
money back in every instance where trict was sent out In place of Fireman J
,
it fails to give entire satisfaction, and urowneii.
we urge all in need of such medicine
It is said that things hummed about
to try it at our risk.
the mechanical end of the Santa Fe
Rexall Orderlies contain an entirely coast' line shops at San Bernardino
tew ingredient . which is odorless, the other day when the fact became
tasteless and colorless. As an active known that thro (h someone's gross
agent,' i embraces the valuable qual- negligence, an engine had been burnities of the best known Intestinal reg- ed up right in the roundhouse. The
ulator tonics.
investigation that followed was short
Rexall Orderlies are eaten like can but searching and the man at fault
dy. They are particularly prompt and was banded his time. The crown sheet
agreeable in action, may be taken at and other parts of the locomotive
any time, day or night; do not cause were greatly damaged. The heat
diarrhoea, nausea,' griping, excessive which for four hourg played from the
looseness or other undesirable effects. fire box ,to the boiler had everything
They have a very natural action upon red hot and almost melting. It occathe glands and organs with which sionally happens that engines while
they come In contact, act as a positive on the road become burned, due to
and regulative tonic upon the relaxed the fireman and engineer allowing the
muscular coat of the bowel and its dry water' to run low in the boiler, but
mucous
lining; remove irritation, it Is ajare thing for the men around
overcome weakness, tone and strength the roundhouse to forget to do such
en the nerves and muscles, and restore an important thing as to see that
th bowels and associate organs to the water is flowing properly before
more vigorous and healthy activity.-.fixing up.
Rexall Orderlies completely relieve
A new device for the prevention of
constipation, except when of a surgi train collisions was recently tested
cal character.
They also tend to on the Erie tracks between Newark
overcome the necessity of constantly and Nuley, N. J. The device is an
taking laxatives to1 keep the bowels iin electric one, and is intended to obviate
...
normal condition.
V head-ocollisions.. When the
There is really no "medicine ior this
trains equipped with 'the
purpose' so good aa Rexall Orderliefc, new device get within half a mile of
especially for children, aged and de each other, the air brakes are Set aulicate persona. They! are prepares in tomatically, not. with the usual sudtablet form, in twosfs of packages, denness In an emergency, but with a
12 tablets 10 cents, and 36 tablets 25
gradually increasing force, thetsame
V cents.
Remember you can obtain as a skillful engineer would employ
. Rexall .Readies in East Las Vegas in
bringing his train to a halt at a
ConIy at bur store, The Rexall store, station. ' The ' trains ' stopped ' far
E. G. Murphey.
enough away from each other ,to
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The Fountain Head of Life
Is The Stomach

lot

cold-bloode- d

habit-formin-

time-prove-

I

A.Rellame
ItCllibu;

nn I Alilili

Ely's Cream Balm
to aaicklr bsarb'-Ghe- s
fiel at Once.

nnl'iLVLM

)
soothes,
heals and protects
tha diseased mem.
brane resulting front
Catarrh and drives
a Cold in the
Head quickly;- Be. II A V
I
(tores the Senses of
Taste and Smell. Full se 60 ct,, aiirug-trist- a
or by mail. In liquid form, 75 rents.
York.
Ely Brothers, 66 Wanea StwetrUow
W

It cleanses,

7

lift IFTlFR

necticut patriots, under a call "to
save the Union." The war feeling waa
fact- Just then beginning to become
or in national politics but Warren was
taken- to Wethersfield before the war
commenced, and, what happened In
the fifty years that have elapsed since
that time, he knows of only Indirectly and from what he has been permitted to read. .
It speaks well for the methods emthat the
ployed at the state prison
fifty-yea-r
inmate shows little evidence
of falling powers, either mental or
physical. Though 71 years of age, he
looks more like a man of 45 or perhaps 50.. He is alert mentally and
takes an active Interest in all that
goes on about him. In recent years
considerable
he has been allowed
freedom in the prison, though never
permitted to leave the grounds of ,that
institution
is released,
If the aged lifer
through , the actions of the board of
pardons this week he will be taken
care of during his remaining years
by his two younger brothers and oth-th- er
members of his family, all. people of excellent standing. .It is understood that the application for a .pardon has been indorsed by many persons of prominence who have interested themselves in his case. :
-

'

Foley's Honey and Tar cures coughs
quickly, strengthens the lungs and expels colds. Get the genuine in a yellow package. Red Cross Drug Co. and
Schaefer.
O.-G-
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Shop Early

Open Evenings

Early in the day and early in December. That will
be your biggest gift of the Holidays to the workers
behind the counters and on the delivery wagons.

Commencing Friday December the 10th we will
keep open every evening until Christmas. Our ex- -'
cellent lighting system makes evenings as good as
day in which to shop.
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SHARP UNDERPRICING IN
LADIES' SUITS
7?he heavy selling earlier in

the season has left us with a few high class Suits in broken sizes. Several exceptionally
good models in 40 and 42. These are all this season's goods from the best manufacturers in the country. Style,
fit and quality of, the very best and our usual guarantee goes with every suit. To clean up the lot we will give, this

v

week,

25 Per Cent Discount

n

after-effect-

Jiealth-des-troyin- g

TOY AND

life-lasti- ng

IS LOCATED IN OUR
FOURTH AISLE

OURTOYLAND is SANTA CLAUS headquarters for Las Vegas and vicinity, He has borrowed our shelves and counters and
filled them with everything imaginable in the way of toys, dolls, etc.
"
No matter what the Children may wish Santa can supply the demand from his stock in our store, and
naturally this department is' filled with enthusiastic children all day leng. Their happy, joyous anticipation of the coming Holiday events would tickle
anyold "Santa."fc Bring the children in and let them look over Santa's own stcck; pick out what
wish andleave'an

TOYS

FANCY APRONS

Wagons, Sleds, Tool Chests, Velocipedes,
Wheelbarrows,
Magic Lanterns, Iron
of
Toys,
every description, Mechanical
Woden
Toys,
Toys for the boys and Dolls,
Pianos, Furniture, Dishes, Doll Beds,
Doll Cradles, Doll Clothes, Doll Trunks,
for the girls.

This season we have a beautiful line of
fancy Aprons made in the daintiest, most
pleasing styles and from the sheerest materials. Tastefully trimmed with Lace,
Ruffles and Ribbons. A very popular and
appropriete gift. Prices 50c to $3. each.

OUTING FLANNEL
GOODS

KNIT GOODS

Go-Car- ts

Children's Outing Flannel Gowns,
well made from good quality
65c
of flannel
Ladles' Outing Flannel Gowns,
full styles, fast colors, trimmed
65o
white braid ..........

LADIES' SWEATERS.
sweaters for $1.95
$4.00 to $5.00 sweaters for $330
$6.00 to $7.00 sweaters for $5.00
$8.00 to $8.50 sweaters for $6.00
$3.00

and

$3.50

Ladies' Outing Flannel oGwns,
collars and cuffs in contrastwith
trimmed
colors,
ing
85o.
braid

DOLLS

Our line of Dolls is one of the largest in
the Territory including every kind, size
and description of Dolls, Wooden Dolls;
China Dolls, Bisgue Dolls, Kid Dolls, and
Rag Dolls that do anything possible for
dolls to do.

SHOES

KNIT SKIRTS.

skirts for
75c skirts for
$1.00 skirts for
$1.25 skirts for
35c

,

;

order for it

they

250

Ultra shoes for women

....

Rosenwald

for

Special

75c

Felt Slippers,

INFANTS' KNIT GOODS
A iarge and

Ladles' Outing Flannel Skirts,
knee length, good quality, vari85c.
ety of patterns . .

Also a large assortment of Infants' Bootees to match

attractive line of Infants' knit sacques in White, Blue and
35c, 60c, $1.00 and $1.25.

at

...10c,

n

......

65c

to

$3

50c to $2

Boys' soft sole shoes, 35o to 65a
Crossett shoes for men $4 to $6
Douglas shoes for men $2 to 3.50
Douglas shoes for boys $1.75 to 3.50

the sacques

20c, 25c, 35o and 50c'

-

Sanatorium shoes for women$3.50
Fox's fancy Slippers
$2 to $6
Children's shoes

Ladies' Outing Flannel Gorns,
of extra quality, neatly made
and good weight
91.00

wo-me-

$4 and $5

60c.

$1x0

$330

Rubbers for Everybody
polishes for all Shoes.

.
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inch below the average of November,
more comprehensive than, that of any NO MOSE DISTRESS
NOVEMBER
1908. The greatest monthly amount
similar institution In the country. Ii
was 2.47 inches at the railroad station
addition to treating cases of incipient
FROM THE STOMACH
at Tucumcari, and the least nothing
also
be
will
tuberculosis
the
patients
PLEDGE
WEATHER
at 16 stations, while 12 additional retauRht outdoor occupations and" h
The greatest
11
ported but a trace.
the
OUHCLSfj
made to do outdoor work under
Every family here ought to keep
amount in any 24 hour was 1.20 inchft
SUMMARY
direct supervision of the physicians some Diapepsin in the house, as any
BAKING
es at Ellzabethtown on the
FORSANIJARIUII in charge of the sanitarium.
one of you may have an attack of inThe average rainfall was 4.9 inches.
or
at
stomach
trouble
any
digestion
Charges Will Be Moderate.
The average number of days with 0.01
or
night
'We aim to prepare the patient time, day
OF inch or mora
VALMORA RANCH NEAR WATROUS
precipitation was 8;
This harmjess preparation will di MONTH JUST PAST WAS ONE
so. that when he is cured of the disIN 15
overcome a
number
WARMEST
of clear days 19;
THE
and
eat
OF
WILL BE PURCHASED AS
average
you
anything
gest
back
to
go
ease he will never have
five
stomach
5. The district
6,
distressed,
cloudy
partly
cloudy
YEARS
SITE
into an office or behind a counter' minutes afterwards.
averages are as follows: No. V
of
Dr. Edwin B. Tuteur, secretary
or
If your meals don't tempt you,
(Northeast) 1.26 inches, snowfall 9.9
the association, said. 'The purpose what little you do eat seems to fill
and Rio' Graninches;
OFRAlNFALL de) 0.34 No.inch,8. (Pecos
PLANS ALREADY
OUTLINED of the Institution is to furnish peo- you, or lays line a lump or leaa in SH0RTA6E
t
snowfall 3.5 Inches;
be
or
to
heartIf
have
means
a
stomach,
you
your
of
moderate
place
ple
0.6
Bnowfall
0.10
9
No.
inch,
.Western)
treated where the charges will not be burn, that is a sign of indigestion.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Ask your pharmacist for a
The Amount of Sunshine Was Large, inch.
Dr. E. Fletcher Ingala, Head of the excessive and where they can be par(Not Coal Land)
take
and
case
of
Diapepsin
the Winds Were Moderate and GREY HOUNDS USED TO
by giving 'their a little Pape'sas soon as you can.
of the Interior, TJ. S.
Proposed Phthisic Colony Explains tially
Department
just
Santa
Office
at
Land
Fe, N. M, Decern-- .
There Was, an Absence of Severe
Its Purpose Patients to Pay and labor to the colony.
will be no sour risings, no
There
RUN DOWN COYOTES
" 'Now there is no sort of a private
1909.
mixed
food
ber
8,
of
undigested
belching
Storms Detailed Report of Section
Work Aid for the Deserving Who
institution where patlenta are proper- with acid, no stomach gas or heart
Notice is hereby given that Paul
are Able and Willing to Help Them, ly cared for at rates much less than burn, fullness or heavy feeling in the Director C. E. Linney Exceedingly George Caseman and G. Fitzgtbon,
McCormtck, of Chaperlto, N. M., who
who are in charge of Graaf &
10
a
head20 a week. We will charge
selves is Aim. '
stomach, nausea, debilitating
made
Interesting.
slaughter house near this city, on January 24, 1903, 2 Homestead
SE
week to begin with, and that will be aches, dizziness or intestinal griping.
for E
NW
N.
7399,
Entry
to
town
came
bringing
yesterday
work. This will all go, and, besides, there
2 and 3. Sec. 7, twp.
C. E. Linney.)
lots
and
14
14
SE
(By
Despite local attempts to discredit cut in two where the patients
hounds
which
three
their
grey
the
coyotes
be reduced, in will be no sour food left over in with
Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. 13. The tem had run down in the vicinity of the 14 N. Range 20 East, N. M. P. Merithe plans now being formulated In Later the pricesas will
to poison your breath
we desire to make stomach
all probability,
filed notice of intention to
nauseous odors.
perature for the month of November Fred Harvey dairy. Two of the co- dian, has
Chicago by prominent physicians and the
flv year proof, to estabfinal
colony barely
make
is a certain cure
one
were
Diapepsin
alive,
being
norPape's
yotes
caught
the
business men to establish a big san- None of the officers of the associa for
because it averaged considerably above fifteen presented to Garnett Burks, jr., of the lish claim to the land above described.
stomachs,
mal. Only twice in the last
itarium for the treatment of persons tion or physicians will receive sal- prevents fermentation
.uwA years has the month shown a higher Mystic theatre, and the other turned before Robt. L. M. Ross, U. S. court
. hold
. I and takes
. .
.
J
In the incipient Btages of tuberculosis' aries.'
or vour iooa ana aieesis
it jusi
loose in the streets again for an ex commissioner, at Las Vegas, N. M. on
e
same as if your stomach wasni average temperature for the territhe latest information points to the In
of Saturday, the
hibition, showing what the hounds the 26th day of January, 1910..
there.
t
tory 16.50 in 1897, and 46.40 In 1901. could
says:
early consummation of these plans Herald
Claimant names aa witnesses:
do. The coyote refused to run,
stom
all
from
minutes
five
in
Relief
decided
shortage
With the warmth a
by converting the Valmora ranch
Marcos Castillo, Euseblo Ahuero,
"Help for a class of people for ach
of
the
near
Three
too
wait-idead.
is
being
at
a
any drug store,
in nrecinitatlon occurred. While
near Watrous into an extensive whom there now is practically no e misery,
Dario
Gonzales, Albino Sena, all of
Belle"
and
"Blue
vou.
"Crazy"
for
smaller ayerage has occurred dogs, "Cap",
phthisis colony.
N. M.
help, demonstration of the fact that
cases contain much
and
in
are
clever
Chaperlto,
These
very
dogs,
large
especially
1903
in
1897, (0.06),
At the, head of the project is Dr. a popular tuberculosis sanitarium can more than sufficient to cure almost before, notably
MANUEL R. OTERO,
run
do
few
the
instances
coyotes
are the two main anv chronic case of dyspepsia, indl (T), and 1904 (0.20), nevertheless the more than a mile before the dogs are
E. Fletcher Ingals, of Chicago. As- be
Register.
sociated with Dr. Ingals are promin objects of the Chicago Sanitarium gestion or any other stomach troume. drVnesa was serious. The storm of on them.
the
relieved
to
the 27th
30th, however,
ent Chicago doctors and philanthro association, which has been promised
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
The coyotes this year have done
the ter
(Not Coal Land)
pists, who have organized the Chlca the financial backing of prominent By having our patients do the work situation in the north half of
more
than
the
among
damage
sheep
association for the Chicago business men in establishing w can cut off this exDense. It has ritory, and gave a good average to for
eo Sanitarium
of the Interior, U. S
Department
one
hundred
and
many years past,
scientific treatment 'of tuberculosis. a tuberculosis sanitarium at valmora been demonstrated In a great En the northeast counties especially.
Office
at
Santa Fe. N. ML NovLand
sheep being killed near Watrous
The warmest weather of the month fifty
Dr. Ingals is a graduate of Chicago j Ranch, near Las Vegas, N. M.
emoer 23, 1909.
a
snow
sanitarium that patients do bet
storm.
the
week
after
ago,
glish
"The fir3t comes from the fact that ter when they work regularly. At Las occurred from the first to the tenth,
Notice is hereby given that Lena
university and Rush Medical college
Messrs Caseman and Fltzgibon with
. r
and a specialist of splended reputa- there are thousands of deserving Vegas the climate is dry, there is lots but a second period, the 19th to the their- - dogs, have captured or killed Isaac, of Watrous, N. M., who, on
warm
several
also
days.
to
$10
25th,
$5
Engave
from
to
able
Homestead
tion.
made
work
pay
persons
few March 24, 1908,
of sunshine and patients could
also occurred the fourteen coyotes in the last
Two cool
in a a week for help, but cannot- - pay in the
The Chicago Record-Heralweeks.
air every day in the year. first from spells
try No. 13756, for the SW 14 Sec. 3,
open
and
to
the
18th,
12th
the
recent is3ue devotes considerable enough to go to an expensive place " 'The cost of living can be cut
Twp. 16 North, Range 21 East, N. M.
close
to
the
27th
space to giving the details of the for rich patients, and at the same down considerably by buying in quan the second from the
P. Meridian, has filed notice of IntenMen's
Ate
Rich
Poor
Gifts
30th was probably
plans of the project,, also printing a time do not wUh to become objects tities, but If persons went there alone of the month. The
on
to
record tion to make final commutation proof,
beside this: "I want
go
of Dr. Ingals. The of charity. The second springs from a it would be much higher. In short, our the coldest day of the month, al as
large half-ton- e
Bit- to establish claim to the land above
I
Electric
that
regard
saying
were
Record-Heralimn that if It can be shown that aim is to
to though the lowest local readings
says:
as
one
the
of
described, before Robt L. M. Ross,
ters
that
patients
deserving
help
greatest
gifts
recorded on the 16th and 17th In many God has made to
"At a meeting of business men and sucn an institution can be made self- help themselves.' "
Mrs. U. S. Court Commissioner, at Las Vewrites
woman,"
.
Instances.
0. Rhinevault, of Vestal Center, N. Y. gas, N. M., on tha 10th day of Janphysicians, held Friday evening, lm- supporting others will spring up in
Two periods of precipitation occur
I tan never forget what it has done
mediate plans for the founding or a an sections of the country,
AMBITIOUS WOMAN.
uary, 1910.
.
THE
FOR
o
the for me." This
the first, from the 10th
sanitarium for Incipient consumptives
glorious medicine
only Hopeful Cases.
Claimant names as witnesses:
A great man said, "Be not the first red; was
to
north
the
confined
a
woman
15th,
mostly
we Intend to take only persons to try a new thing nor the last to for
gives
buoyant spirits, vigor
in New Mexico was made. Business
William Smith, Matt. Gerk, Ramon
second.
the
of body and jubilant health. It quickand the east counties;
men pledge $50,000 to start the pro- wh0 have a good chance for recov- sake an old.
Trujillo, of Watonis, N. M , and Cody
But note, in this life the time al from the 27th to the 30th, was most ly cures nervousness, sleeplessness, W, Summerlln, of East Las Vegas,
Ject, and more money is to be raised ery,' said Dr. E. Fletcher Ingala, pres
we ways comes to throw over the old for ly confined to the north half of the '.Melancholy, headache, backache, faint
association.
of
the
to purchase and equip a place that dent
T
Via Arc
a favtr trinnrler- - ing and dizzy spells; soon builds up N. M.
4
most the new. Time itself is change. You
will accommodate not less than 300 feel that we can do the
MAINUrjLi K. U i r.nj, rv.cgioi.ci.
and sickly. Try them.
the
eood in this way. as it is certain must change with time or fall behind storms occurred and the preclplta 50c weak, ailing
natlfintn.
at all diugglsts.
tion was heaviest In the northeast
"A committee composed of busi- that we will not be able to care for the procession.
from
snow.
Don't
let
you
wet
prejudice
keep
was
and
selargely
counties,
ness men and physicians Is to be
all" applicants for relief. We shall the benefits
A Religious Author's Statement
f,' f. s
neighbors enjoy,
What the man with a good job needs
south and the west counties were
lected by Dr. E. Fletcher Ingals, pres- charge them a small sum weekly, not from modernyour
all The
in
improvements
tRev. Joseph H. Fesperman, Sails-- Vi-l- s
almost without precipitation, or at is a fire insurance policy.
ident of the Chicago Sanitarium as- to exceed $10, and we shall provide lines.
wno
the author of sevbury. is.
most but- - a fraction of the normal
sociation, organized a few weeks ago work for them to do and pay them
Baking Powders have improved amount and the
several years
writes:
"For
eral
avebooks,
e
fair
After
Dull
For
That
apparently
Feeling
Eating
with everything else. But you'll
prominent Chloigo for it,
by twenty-fivtrouble and
" 'The rich can pay to go wherever along
I have used Chamberlain's Stom- I was afflicted with' kidney
never know it tilt you try K C Baking rage for the territory is due to the
physicians, to work out plans for lha
.winter I was suddenly stricken
establishment of the colony.
they like, and the poor are taken care Powder. Guaranteed the Best at Any good average in the northeast coun ach and Liver Tablets for sometime, last a severe
pain in my kidneys and
"It is probable that the Valmora" of by the city or county. But there is Price, the acme of perfection, the ties. In many ways the preclpitatloifc and can testify that they have done wlqi
mnt-result of modern scientific was similar to November, 1908, al me more good than any tablets I have wast confined to bed eight days unable
ranca or i.ouo acres, twenty-nv- e
to
splendid
cannot
best
a
who
the
class
go
from' Las Vegas, will be purcTiai"! ' sanitarium, and who will not become research.
ietup without assistance. ,My urine
snowfall last year ever used. My trouble was a heavy to
If you don't agree that K C Baking though the average was
dull feeling after eating. David Free- coif tained a thl6k whlte( sediment and
for the colony. It will be equipped object of charity, and these persons
v
November
considerably
during
Powder makes your baking lighter,
I (passed same frequently''. ifiM-- Jf
to accommodate fifty patients to start we wish to reach
than during the month Just man, Kempt, Nova Scotia. These tab
greater
more
than
delicious
any
commoner
sweeter,
i
lets
;
strengthen the stomach and im nipnt.
with.
shall gat this tract of land- other,- your grocer refunds your closed..
prove the digestion. They also reg
Representatives of the Association ' near Las Vegas and allow our patients money. The manufacturers guarantee
The amount of sunshine was large, ulate
abair-utinjf- fi'
the liver and bowels.
They ly
of Commerce,' the Illinois Manufactur-- to work on it They can make garden, that your bakine will always be per especially in the south and the west are
to pills but cost no urine tecame normal, f I cheaTIuIly
far
superior
era association, the Industrial club, do work in the fields and around the fectly raised, sweet and palatable, counties. Winds of the month were more. Get a free'
Foley's Kidney . Remedy."
sample at all deathe Commercial club, and wholesale stables, raise chickens and do many pure and wholesome.
light to moderate, and no severe lers and see what a splendid medicine Red Oross Drug Co. and O. tr. Schaefer.
And K C costs you less, no "Trust" storms or
and retail houses of Chicago attended other things that will be needful at
.
gales occurred. The pre it Is.
price for a perfect vailing direction waa from the west
the meeting, and all expressed them- - a place of this kind. We will pay reg- - prices, but a fair You'll
What a man likes about breaking
the
at
marvel
Powder.
selves in hearty support of the plans ular wages for this work. If we can Baking
neck chasing after a public office
his
cannot
You
Temperature.
woman
what
aims
a
tell
done.
bow
can
be
ask
and
it
of the physicians.
ter- at
demonstrate that the sanitarium will saving
for
mean
the
"
The
la
how
he wants to be able to say. if temperature
what
she
hits.
the
in
"Not
'Trust.'
by
Answer,
John G. Shedd to Aid.
itself, organizations in all
ritory, determined from the records
he gets it, that he accepted it
" 'I'm willing to aid,' John G. Shedd support
of 63 stations having a mean altiparts of the country will take heart If
you would keep your friends keep tude of about 5,000 feet, was 45.2
of Marshall Field & company said. and try similar experiments.
For A Lame Back
your troubles to yourself.
T am equally certain that all the
Equipment on Ground.
degrees, or 2.3 degrees above the
When
have pains or lattenesa
you
"
large Interests in Chicago will sup'The contributions of our Chicago
normal, and 41 degrees above the
in the back bathe the parts with'
Delicious Banana Cream
port this worthy enterprise. The pro- friends will give us a start. Much of
mean of November, 1908. The highest
Llnlment
ject will find favor throughout th the necessary equipment is now on This recipe is .highly recommended local monthly mean was 53.8 degrees forMrf.thhb...(fe,,fm.lckb..d;ehVChambJTla
the last tirantr-Bv- s
and neTar found ny massaging With the palm Of) the hand
jona
now
one
is
of our correspondents; try It at Tularosa, and the highest recorded Wll.f ntil he began takini your Caacareta. Bine for five minutes at eacb appllcatloni
the time to act the ground, having been, leased by a by
country, and
be baa begun taking Caacareta he haa never ha
V, TT
"Other speakers who lalked in fraternal order from a doctor, who for dessert tomorrow.
was 85 degrees at Tucumcari on the the headache.
Ther have entlrelr cured blnJ m,.. dampen a piece of flannel Slight- do
Caaoareta
what
favor of an early start on the plans raft a private sanitarium there. This
recommend
to
do.
yoa
them
With
h ly
this llnlment and bind it On
Peel five large bananas, rub smooth 4th. The lowest local monthly mean
were Joseph Basch, John M. Glenn, includes small wooden cottages which with five
the seat of pain, and you may
of sugar. Add was 28 8 degrees, at Hopewell and the iM.b'.ZiMa.rT.w
teaspoonfuls
Edv.in M. Skinner and Drs. Frank can be thrown wide open to admit one
do. surprised 10 see now quickly the
lowest recorded, 8 degrees below zero
teacup sweet cream beaten to
lameness disappears. For sale by all
on the 16th at Red River canyon. The
Billings, Henry B. Favill, J. B. Mur- - the fresh air needed.
dealers.
we will give, the patients a stiff froth, then 0add one 10c package greatest local range In temperature
pny, a. j. uensner, u. w. weDSter
of Lemon JELL-dissolved in 1
and R. H. Babcock. ,
was 71 degrees at Logan and Red
systematic exercise in the shape of
" "While the Chicago physicians farm work, medical treatment, fresh teacups boiling water. Pour into mold River canyon, and the least 51 de
A girl likes an extravagant
young
man if she isn't going to marry
have planned this project,' President air, sunlight, and, above all things, and when cold garnish with candled grees at Santa Fe; the greatest daily
him.
Ingals said, 'it will not be entirely a keep their thoughts off their ailment cherries. Serve with whipped cream, average for the districts were: No.
local affair. Subscriptions will be ac- by giving them other things to think or any good pudding sauce. JELL-7 (Northeast) 46.2 degrees; No. 28,
Foley's Kidney Remedy will cure
is sold by all grocers at 10c per pack- (Pecos and Rio Grande) 44.7 degrees;
cepted from all sources, and the pro- about.
any case of kidney or bladder trnuhlA
No. 9, (Western) 45.0 degrees.
'In most sanitariums there are age.
ject will be
that ,a
teyng the rach of medi- "It is planned to make thj schema half as many employes aa patients.
The average precipitation for the irivW.tJK'wSSUW
,C,lne,C"r.e,a
b"lMfh
C00,,l
Territory, determined from the recTWO BIG CORPORATIONS
ne8leCted might result in
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y, 50
ORGANIZE FOR BUSINESS ords of 127 stations, was 0.57 inch, or
Crosa
0.36 inch below the normal and 0.28
axmualsale, ten million boxes?
Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. 13. Two big
corporations, that are working for
the improvement of New Mexico,
El
have filed incorporation nanera at
Santa Fe. The San Antonio Improvement company of San Antonio, Socorro county, and the Portales Irriga
makes the long evening brilliant with tion company of Roosevelt county.
The first is incorporated with a cap
its steady white light for sewing or italization of $100,000, divided into
By GEORGE BARR McCUTCHEON
t.
By LOUIS JOSEPH VANCE
1,000 shares and begins business with
This is the test selling novel in America,
reading. Made of brass, nickel plated J3.000. The Allaire Mclntyre company
This is a rousing, thrilling story of
THE
adventure and shows the author of
and equipped with the latest im- is appointed as the New Mexico ag
If
jo read novels, or give tbem as
ent The directors and incorporators
HOLIDAY BOOK
will naturally want it.
the tremendously popular "RJSS
you
frtstnts,
are: Agnes E. Allaire, L. R. Weber,
proved central draft burner.
For 1909
(
BOWL" at his lest.
P. A. Allaire, Powell Stackhouse, Jr.,
IHuatrated by
Illustrated by HARRISON FISHER
The Rayo is a low-pric- ed
lamp, and William Watson, all of San An
HARRISON FISHER
and each subscribing to six
ILLUSTRATED
$1.50
$1X0
but you cannot get a better lamp at tonlo
shares.
The Portales Irrigation company ap
'
any price.
points Thomas J. Mollnarl its New
Once a Rayo user, always one v Mexico agent and is capitalized for
Erery Dealer Everywfcere. If Not At Youn, Write tft ?875,000, divided Into 25,000 shares.
Descriptive Circular to the Nearest Agency of the
It commences business with $38,920.
By FRANCES FOSTER PERRY
The Incorporators are Seth A. Mor
CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
(Incorporated)
rison, 80 shares; G. L. Reese, 160
This is the ideal book of the year for '
shares; W. E. Llndsey, 40 shares; J.
By EMILY POST
oj virus
A. Fairly, 240 shares: T. .1. Mollnarl.
like tt; if you read it, you'll
ToaEYND
love
;t.
.
106 shares; Robert Hicks, 120 shares.
to
A story that appeals
all jorts of
i
RmmL Hut szm
e
and tower - ,
Amtrican women. A
Mn Ameruan college girt atone en a desert
island with a twentieth century savage; a startling
ful presentation of the lift of an American heiress
she
'
title.
a
narries
after
plot, splendidly worked out.
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THE NEW BOOKS FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS
TruxtonKingollThe Pool of Flame

Their Hearts'
The Title
The Island
Desire
Market

of Rpgen- -
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life-lik-

jpjilLILS

for backache, rheumatism, kidney or bladder trouble, and urinary irregularities.
Foley's Kidney Pills purify the blood, restore lost vitality and vigor. Refuse substitutes.
FOR SALE

BY O. G. SCHAEFER A NO RED CROSS

DRUQ COM PAN V

ILLUSTRATED

.

. .
AT

.$1.50

ALL

ILLUSTRATED

BOOKSELLERS

1

7--

-

$1X0
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ZELAYA IS FLAYED

MONDAY, DECEMBER

JUBILEE SINGERS
NOW TOURING EUROPE

13, 1909

SURKETEEPORTS

Many people in Las Vegas will reMetal Market
gret to learn that the Williams' Jubi(Continued from Page 1).
New York, Dec. 13. Lead, firm. 44
lee Singers, who visited thia city last
ary history In Central America, and year, giving a concert for the benefit
ltH
50; copper, quiet, standard,
am familiar; with the careers of a of the Las Vegas hospital, will not 13.25; Jan. 13.12
silver 58.
great many. of the imposters and be able to play in the Meadow City
St. Leuls Wool Market
usupers" and the grotesque and mot- this season as has been hoped they
t Louis,' Dec. 13. Wool, unchangley leaders , that have sprung frxn
a
their' chaotic Institutions, but Zelara Mrs: 'A.' IT Tnggms- - ts"ln receipt of ed; ..territory
mediums.
la probably the most despicable figure a letter from Mr. Williams stating 24029; . fine mediums, 21025; : fine,
that has ever risen In their midst."
.
that the Jubilee Singers are now in ia20. .r,,liV-,of the shooting of Groc Europe and they will tour eixty-flv- e
Speaking
Kansas City Sheep, Market.
and Cannon Senator Rarner said thousand miles or more, visiting Great
"that this act was not only an act of Brltian, Norway and Sweden, GerSheep 8,000. Market 10 cents lowa fiend, but an Insult to the honor of many, France, Spain Italy, the Holy er. Muttons, $4.506; labs, $68.25;
our republic which cannot remain Lands, India, the Philippine Islands. fed western wethers and yearlings,
New Zealand, Hawaii, $4.757; fed westerns ewes, $4.25
unavenged,"
Australia,
5.25.
thence returning to California.
'
Rules With Iron Hand.
They wish, however, not to be forKansas City Hog Market.
San Salvador, Dec. 13. A reign of gotten in Las Vegas and have proHogs 12,000. , Market 10 cents
terror continues at Managua, the Cap- mised Mrs. Hlgglns that they will
ital of Nicaragua. President Zelaya Is again visit the city at some future lower. Bulk of sale, $808.35; heavy,
$8.308.40; packers and butcherB,
ruling with a hand of iron. Political time.
$8.158.35; light, $7.808.20; pigs,
offenders, real and suspected, crowd
$6.757.50.
PER3CNAL,
the Jails. The government's allowance
of food for the prisoners Is absurdly
Chicago 8heep Market.
X K. Rose, well known
traveling
small, and the result Is they are half
Sheep 40,000. Market 10 cents
starved all the time. The routine of salesman of St: Louis, boarded train
lower. Native, $3.50 5.25; western,
prison life is broken by beatings No. 10 this afternoon for points up the
$3.755.75; yearlings, $6.257.60;
which the authorities order from time road.
to time for such prisoners as have Mrs. N. Weil accompanied by Clar lambs, native, $5.758.50; western,
Incurred the special displeasure cl ence Bowman left this afternoon on $5.758.50.
the ruling power. The men in chain No. 10 for their home In Ocate, after
Chicago Hog Market.
several days spent- - in the city as the
number several hundred.
Hogs 40000. Market ten lower.
guest of A. H. Canter and family.
$888.45; ixed, $8.0508.55;
Mrs. Archer Talley, wife of Division Light
Mexican Gunboat Sent.
rough, $8.158.40;
Washington, Dec. 13. A Mexican Foreman Talley, will arrive in the city heavy, to$8.158.60;
choice heavy, $8.30 8.60;
7 from an good
No.
acon
this
enrouta
to
delayed
is
evening
Corinto,
gunboat
bulk, $8.358.55.
cording to official advices received in extended trip to Kansas City where pigs, $6.907.85;
this city today from Managua. This she has been visiting as the guest
'
Chicago Livestock Market.
seems to Indicate that the Mexlcpn of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. S D.
Dec. 13. Cattle,
45,000.
Chicago,
Gates.
Is
government
actively cooperating
10 to 20 lower. Beeves, $4
Market
e
Butler
McGranahan,
representing
with the United States in Its aggres-Ivwestthe Trorllcht Dunker Carpet company, 8.60; Texas steers, $3.804.75;
policy toward Zelaya,
stockers
and
ern
steers,
$4.257;
of St. Louis, . was in the city today
cows and heifers,
feeders,
$3.107.20;
here
while
and
on
the
trade,
A relic of some eight years ago, in calling
$2.105.60; calves, $79.60.
the form of one of the old mail wag- placed a large order with the Rosen
ons used here by the carriers, 'deliv- thai Furniture company, for goods in
Chicago Produce Market.
ering mail on the West eide, was seen his line.
Dec. 13. Wheat, May 111
Chicago,
J.
firm
of
the
of
Thomas Johnsen,
on the streets of Las Vegas today,
$1.5; Corn, May, 67;
July,
a little disfigured, but still In the C. Johnsen & Son, returned on de
66
oats, May, 45
8 this morning from Lamy, July
No.
layed
ring. Hitched to the old wagon, which
43; pork, Jan. 22.32
May
July
the
of
went
take
he
to
charge
still bears the "U. S. Mail" sign, were where
12.05
Jan.
21.97
13.05;
May
lard,
a mule and a horse, which made a body of Fireman Miscal H. Skyles,
07
May
ribs, Jan. 11.97
picture to remind one of the old days. who was killed near there yesterdayto 11.52
the
remains
and
convey
While two or three of the window morning,
lights were broken and the axles this city.
Money and Stocks Market
somewhat sprained, the wagon still
New York, Dec. 13. Money, 4
friends
David
to
writes
Winternitz
carries a load.
5 per cent; prime mercantile paper,
in this city from Newport Nws, Va.,
per cent Mexican dollars,
is
that he
having a most enjoyable
NOTICE
Atchison 11
and that Mrs. Winternitz Is much 44; Amalgamated 8
trip
New York Central 124 5- South
The annual stockholders meeting of improved in health. Mr. Winternitz
Union Pacific 203;
the San Miguel National bank of Las mentions a great deal about the sights ern Pacific 131
Vegas will be held at the office of the they are taking in and what a plea- steel 1 98. Preferred 125
bank on Tuesday January 11th, at 10 sure it is but says he would take Las
o'clock a. m., for the purpose of elect Vegas with 2X1,000 inhabitants in prefKansas City Livestock.
ing directors for the ensuing year.
Kansas City, Dec. 1.3 Cattle, 18,erence to any place he has visited.
D. T. HOSKINS,. Cashier.
Every indication points to the fact 000. Market ten to 15 lower. Also 500
that Mr. Winternitz' wish will be southerns. Native steers, $b.758.50;
As a rule the woman with a strong gratified in about two years, It hot southern steers, $3.50 5.50; southern
sooner.
cows, $2.60 4.15; native cows and
will also has a strong won't.

Your money will go farther and your
presents will please better if your holi.
day shopping is done at

"

'

EDITOR

'.and-.Kuter-

Our goods and pneea are open for your
inspection and approval. It will be our

.

Entered at the Postoiflce at Eaat
Vegas, N. M, as seond-clas- s
matUf.
RATE8'OP SUBSCRIPTION.
Dally.

Per Year by Carrier
Per Month by Carrier
Per Week by Carrier

7.00
65

.20

Weekly

One year
Six Months . . . ..

$2.00

,

LOO

CAMFIELD ACQUIRES PROJECT
(Continued from Page

1)

few years more, It Is estimated, this
territory will add at least 20,000 pop-- ulation to the state.
The water supply for these districts
come3 from the western slope at Empire, passing through a tunnel 14,800
feet In length. This water is turned
into Clear creek, passed on througn
the Platte, and then through the Hen-ryly-n
canal to the reservoirs.
. The territory to be opened Is won-- ;
Ierfully fertile and by this deal all Its
riches win be placed right at Denver's

'I

--

ctoor.

At to "what may be accomplished in
in this territory the little
town of Hudson is a striking example.
It was started only a short time ago
and it now has more than 200 inhabitants, with a bank, schools, hotels,
lumber yards, etc., and a water plant
will be Installed shortly.

a short time

n

pleasure to show you through.

Opening Evenings After Oec. 1st.
heifers, $2.506.50?, stackers end!
feeders, $3.205.20; bulls $3.004.50;
calves, $3.756; western cows, $2.75
CHICAGO BROKER SENT
TO FT. LEAVENWORTH

Chicago, Dec.

Four years

13.

Prof. H. W. Campbell, the father
of "dry farming" will give a lecture
in this city on December 22nd. His
discourse will be along the line of
A
dry farming, its results and advantages. This lecture will be intensely
interesting and every one should avail
themselves of the opportunity of hearing Mr. Campbell. Circular letters will
4e sent out to all the farmers in this
In
tn.iclnity and others interested
v ? farming, Inviting them to be present
, at this lecture. The lecture will be held
under the auspices of the Santa Fe
Railway company and will .be held
either In the Commercial club, cLty
hall or some other place where tiie
crowd can be accommodated
'

1

--

Br

J.

B.

Scritraer

WITH

and

three months in the federal prison at
Ft. Leavenworth, Kan., was the sen

WhitsoD Music Company

tence imposed today on Wallace H.
Leave orders at El Dorado Hotel.
Hopkins, former president of the Wal
lace H. Hopkins company, brokers.
Hopkins was charged with defrauding
Monogram paper and engraved cal
customers out of half a million dol
ling cards make acceptable Christmas
lars.
gifts. The Optic has some elegant
samples which it would be pleased to
NOTICE
The regular annual stockholders show you. Christmas orders should
meeting of the Las Vegas Savings Bank be made now.
will be held at the office of the bank
on Tuesday, January 11th at 10 o'clock
Madame Mace, clairvoyant, astrolo-gls- t
a. m., for the pupose of electing diand psychometrlst, during her
rectors for the ensuing year.
stay in Las Vegas will be found at
D. T. HOSKINS, Treasurer.
.
El Dorado Hotel, room 3. Can be engaged for evening entertainments.
Receives on Sunday.
Everybody reads The Optic.
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WE ORDER
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c
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4.75,

1--
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Stove Grates and Castings
Every Week

1-- 2

This Insures Prompt Delivery.

2

1--

Phone Us Your Wants

-;

3--

F. J. GEHRING,

-

516-51- 8

Douglas Avenue.
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G

ent Storeful of Holiday Merchandise Best Meets Every Gift Need of Christmas Shoppers
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this
most
ever
into
the
locality.
store. Our Christmas preparations have crystalized
presented
Holiday goods
complete showing
"
meet
all
to
of
stocked
and
a
is
ready
fully
depot
Every Department
?i
demands both as regards variety and price. Our Holiday stocks were wisely and
,
quality articles the kinds you like to
carefully chosen and include only worthy
'
'
receive.
to
and
".
give
Now is the time to settle all gift problems selection is widest and most satisfactorjr the eleventh hour shopper has to choose from what's
left the early shopper has the entire range of the greatest gift stocks in town to garner from now.
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What Shall It Be? Let The Following Lists Assist You in Deciding.
Children's

Goat Sweaters

.

FOR

i-

LADIES.

AT SPECIAL PRICES

All Omen, ebroidered,
each 25c, 35c, 50c, 1.00,
$1.50 and $2.00.
Initial, Linen, in fancy
box, 35c, three for $1
Men's Linen Handkerchiefs, 15c, 20c, 35c
'
and 50c.
Men's Linen Handkerc
'
hlefs, initial, fancy box,
35c each, three for
Men's Silk Handkerchiefs, Plain White

fJ
i.

Red, Gray and White, short or
long "Auto? Coats.
$6.00 Sweater Coats
$5.00 Sweat Coats
$3.50 Sweater Coats

$4.95
$3.85
$2.95

Ladles' Knit Vests
.'.

A very new style, double breast-

ed, black or white, answers the
'"same purpose as the Sweater Coats
only they have no sleeves, the
sleer sometimes Interfering with
getting the coat on.

1.00

25c'to$1.25

WHY MOT HOSIERY? ,
or a half a dozen and you have a gift that
be liked and which will only tax your purse lightly.
Ladles Lord, AV Taylor's "Onyx." In silk llslea, or lisle
double toes, double .heels, double top, black or
colors
i";...,. '..... 35c, 50c, 65c and 75c

One pair,
will
For

i

Bath Robe Blankets

different designs, reversed, an
prices, from $1.50 to $6.00 each.

espe;

Open

ceii
Ecj.

on'
E.-

-

We have a very complete stock of M en's
NecKwear.
in Pure Silk,
'his neckwear was bought to sell for 65c
and 75c. We have dcided to' sell it at
the same price as this same quality Clip
of neckwear is sold east, choice...... llUu
MEN'S FINE HIGH GRADE NECKWEAR.
$1.00, $1.50 and $2.00
Pour-in-Hand- s,

Worn n'm

i"

The

store

A

E.LasVegas.

and Afsse'

OnO'PiocD Bilk DrcDGca
AT REDUCED

PRICES.

These are beautiful Silk, one-piedresses, the newest
York productions, some elaborately trimmed, others
neatly trimed; some trimmed with buttons, in Messoline and
Corded Silks. Colors: Grey, Hello, Green, Black, Purple,
Pink. Prices as follows:
ce

.

New

f

$45.00
$30.00
$27.50
$15.00

Dresses
Dresses
Dresses
Dresses

$32.50
$20.00
.".T7..T.7 $20.00
'
;
$11.00

All Women's and Ladles' Suits
at 25 Per Cent
,

Reduction

A large stock, flowered and figured

Lord & Taylor's "Crescent" ..... 25c and 35c

tat'
12 '

Silk Klmonoa

i Beautiful Silk Kimonos in Oriental
Patterns $8.50, $10.00 and $12.50
Ladles Bath Robes in different col-- .
ors and combinations.

MEN'S HOSIERY
Lord & Taylor's "Onyx," in all the range of colors, Silk
Lisle, Hunter Green, Helio, Wine, Gray, Tan, Black, Yale,
50c
Stripes, Checks and Color Combination

licJ

Men's Neckwear

Women's, Misses' and

Handkcrchcifs

Of course these appear many times on your list, for no
other one article has wider popularity as gifts. We offer
an imense stock and excelling values. See them by all
'
,
means..

Ait WaistG Reduced
of Quality'

5

in

J;

N.M.

Turkey Tfakgts
with every

50c

Cash Purchase

Great Stock of Toys
OUR

TOY DEPARTMENT IS A
CHILDREN'S FAIRYLAND.to
Bring the little ones
View It
and all perplexities
of what they like will quickly
vanish. There's no equal display
of Toys, Gaes, Dolls, etc., to be
seen in this vicinity.
-

COME AND SEE THE
CHRISTMAS
TREE.

BIG

Santa Claus headquarters on
second floor. Lots or room, plenty
of light. All mechanical toys in
working order, showing how they
' '
work.

LAS VEGA8 DAILY OPTIC

MONDAY, DECEMBER

FIVE

13, 1909

Christmas Season is
Here

Only 1 0 Shopping Days

we are to the
front with our usual beau
tiful line of Christmas
novelties - consisting 'of
and

Case

f'

s

Military
Brushes, Albums, Work
Boxes, Post Card Albums
"Smoker's Sets, Panel
Mirrors, Ink Stands, Collar and Cuff Boxes,
Tobacco Jars, Shaving
Sets, Jewel Boxes, etc.,
tc. In fact our assortment istoo numerous to
mention in detail. Our
prices are right, call and
Tipilet

the

BIG ARRAY

OF TOYS

AT DENVER PRICES
for the Edlaon "Fireside" Phonograph, play 2 minute and 4 minute
Records.
22-0-

0

.

$27.10 for above Phonograph

Standard and

WINTERS

DRUG CO.

LA3 VEGAS,
Bridge Street

-

"THE

with, 6

Amberol Records.

6

'

and "COLUMBIA"
Graphophones and Records ara also
N. M.
carried by ns
Phone Ma';i 3
$2.50 down and $1.00 a week eoon pays
out.
VICTOR"

PERSONALS

We Meet All Price on TOYS, FURNITURE and RUGS quoted by Denver
arrival at the Central hotel.
H. D. Moul ton, special agent, was Firms, Freight Added, Therefore
a visitor In the city today from hla
WHY NOT BUY AT HOMET
headquarter at Santa Fe.
Misa Belle McKterman left yesterday In return to her hom at Iola,
Kan., after many week spent in the
city.
Store
Manuel A. de Mae8 we'll Known mer- OPPOSITE Y. M. C. A. Big
chant of Encinosa was a visitor In the
city today from his home east of Laa
Vegaa.
iDg there for some time. Mr. and
H. M. Garberson, accompanied by his Mrs. Romero will return to this city
sister, Mrs. H. G. Uhler, and Misa Net- in time to spend the holidays.
tie Major, left yesterday morning for
L. W. Ilfeld and A. T. Rogers, sr,
their home at Hermit's lodge.
returned
last evening from their quail
Judge E. V. Long boarded the be- hunt to Chaperito and vicinity, both
lated California limited yesterday huntsmen having bagged the limited
morning for Santa Fe on a business number of thirty quail vjach.
trip pertaining to legal matters.
Attorney A. T. Rogers, Jr., depared
J. C. Lacey formerly with the Bos- yesterday afternoon for Kansas City
ton Clothing company of this city, where he will join his family and
ia a visitor in the city for a few days spend the holidays at) the guest of
In the Interest of the several houaes Judge H. L. Waldo and family.
Benigno Lopez, a well to do mer
Edward Springer was a passenger chant of Concho, Arizona, arrived In
In from the north Saturdav evening the
city Saturday night and will reon one of the late trains, returning main for some time in Las Vegas,
from an 'extended visit to the Springer visiting as the guest of Mrs. J. L. Rl
ranch at Cimarron.
vera.
Pedro Dominguez, Juan F. Jaramillo
J. W. Raynoms, superintendent of
and Benito Duran prominent mer the territorial penitentiary, arrived In
chants and residents of Manuelitas, the city yesterday from Santa Fe, and
were In the city today attending to departed last night on the Chicago
matters at the court house.
where
he
for Chicago
limited
District Clerk Secundino Romero goes on important personal business.
Miss Bernice Green, who has been
daparted this morning for his ranch at
El Cuervo from which point he will visiting in the city for several days,
go to Amarillo, Texas., where he will being a guest at El Dorado hotel, de
Join Mrs. Rom Jro, who has been visit-- parted on the California limited yesterday morning for Santa Fe. Miss
Green Is touring the west and
H. McMuIlen of Denver Is a recent

not afraid of soap.
I have never lound
that it injured my
skin. I wash my
face with Ivory Soap and
hot water every night and

T

morni:

At night I

.

Do Not Fodl to Call xnd See Our
Big Line of

Rockers.. Shooting Galleries
Rockers and Chairs .
Toy Sets of Asbestos ,
Doll Houses
Aluminum Toy Cups
8ad Irons
Magic Lanterns
Picture Lanterns
Moving
'
.
Also Extra Films for Above
Savings. Banks.Toy Trunks. Paint Sets
Toy Wagons.... Toy Fireman's Outfit
Toy Furniture. .Toy Policeman Outfits
Toy Brass Beds
Toy Pianos..
Christmas Tree Candles
.
Tree Candle Holders
And
Toy Books
A Raft
Toy Laundry Sets
Toy Drums
Other
Blackboards and Desks
Toys
Toy Collapsible
New
Toy English Perambulator
and
Automobiles and Hand- Cars
Strictly
Toy Hook and Ladder
Wagons
Circus
Toy Humpty-DumptShoe-Fl- y

be convinced.

;

W hav been
Betting ready for the
For
Boys and Oifis
HOLIDAYS for" MVeral month and ere
now displaying the finest line of
SledeJ. Skates. .Toy'Wheef1 Barrews
,op Mn Women and Chil- Tool Chests. .v.Toy Coaster Wagons
dren ever before displayed Under one Hobby Horses
Velocipedes
roof in (. Vegae
Galloping Horses
.....Tricycles

Luciano R. Baca departed mis morn
ing in return to his home at Taos
after a ftw days ?pent in the city attending to business matters. Mr. Ba-cis connected with La Reviata de
Taos, one of the leading weekly
Spanish newspapers of northern New
a

The nicest and largest assortmtnt of Hand-Paintand Imported China ever displayed in the C.'4".
A well selected line of Cut Glass .
Headquarters for Gift and Children's Books.
All the late Novels, Bibles and Prayer Books.
Elegant line of French Perfumes.
Christmas boxes of Fancy Writing Paper.
Clean and new line of Toys, Dolls and Games.
A sweet line of Gunthers and Huylers Candles
Silver and Ebony Comb and Brush Sets, Manicure
Sets, Shaving Sets and Mirrors, Collar and Cuff
boxes, Military Hair Brushes, Christmas Cards
and Booklets, Safety Razors, Sewing Baskets and
boxes. Good Cigars put up in Christmas boxes of
ia and 25 cigars.
ed

.

y

M,

The news of his son's death was a
great shock to Mr. Romo as he left
the boy in good health. Mr. Romo
returned
to El Cuervo yesterday
morning.
George A. Fleming has returned
from an extended visit to Chicago,
where he attended the irrigation exposition and live stock show, and also
was present at the dry farming congress held in Chicago recently. Mr.
Fleming returned Saturday evening
vn the land car "Las Vegas."
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Well passed
through the city last evening enroute
from their home at Las Animas, Colo.,
to Santa Fe, from which place they
will go to Taos, to attend the wedding
e
of their son, Louie Weil to Miss
Gusdorf, which event will take
December 15th. Louie
place on
Weil is well known in these parts, being a traveling representative for the
Bernham, Hanna and Munger wholesale house of Kansas City. Miss Gus
dorf is the daughter of A. Gusdorf, the
of
well known general merchant
Taos. Mr. and Mrs. Weil were met
at the train by Mrs. N. Well of Ocate,
and Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Canter of this

uerptl)itig at eastern prices

Mttrphey's Drug Store

Lo-raln-

v

rlty.

am sure you'll find some Articles to please
you from bur varied assortment.

I

ts

East Las Vegas, N. M.

Douglas Avenue.

,

Buy Better Go is
For ess Money

The Most Practiced

Xik

Mexico.

Miss Mlnne Holzman passed through
apply tcid cream, rubbing
it well into my face and the city last evening from Denver,
neck and leaving it on enroute to her home in Albuquerque.
over night In this way, Misa Holzman, who is well and favorit is absorbed into the ably known in Laa Vegas, having re-

Holiday Gifts

'

Little Prices
EAST LAS VEGAS, N.

or

Dru

Murphi

UNTIL CHRISTMAS

s

Gi

ARE

FOUND AT OUR STORE

t,

sided here for many years, was met
skin."
at the train br Mra.' Chas. A. Spiess
This is the method of this city.
.

of caring for her

com-

plexion which is followed by "Iowa's most

beautiful woman."

Soap
Ivory Cent.
Pure
99o Per

FULL DINNER SETS

i

If you are a stranger and do not ask credit

CHINA CUPBOARDS

you are entitled to a discount.
If you are a resident and regular customer,
why should you pay our credit losses?
Our method after a year of trial pleases

MOORRIS CHAIRS

ROCKERS
RUGS
ETC., ETC.

V

THAT

PHOTO

AND

IN

GET IT FRAMED FOR
CHRISTMAS GIFT.

For the Children Dolls' Carts,
Wagons and Rockers.

Don't let that beautiful picture get
soiled or your walls look so bare

when our pictures and picture
framing are so cheap.
Oar line is very complete, and
style new, and workmanship is
excellent.
Art picture free with our perfumes and all; tOile,t articles. Buy
your Christmast toilet articles of
us for Christmas; gifts, you cane
get $1.00 for 5CC and an art.pictu-r-

J.
-

C.

Johosen

Son

&

623 Douglas Ave.

'

or song free.

Las Vegas Undertaking
, East Las Vegas, N. M.

Co.

A HOUSE? A LOT? AHORSE?
AN AUTOMOBILE? A BUSh
A MUSICAL INSTRU
MENT? You will serve your own
" &
v
interest by consulting

;

NESS?

j

k--

A

'

i

All prices lower than ever, with 10 per
cent discount fbr cash, 5 per cent 30
days, 60 days net, not only today, this
week, or next, but all the time.
Look at pur line of Watches, Jewelry,
Clocks, Silver, and Silver Plate Lamps,
if
China and Brass Goods.

Are Yotii Thinking
of Buying

A

j

i

all.

Christmas is Near
BRING

i

-

COUCHES

,

Hi flli

1

Louis Rosenbach, Albuquerque; J.
Sciefers, Arrelo, Colo., and W. C.
Mitchell of Trinidad; are late arrivals at the New Optic hotel.
B. J. Kerley registers at El Dorado
hotel as a recent arrival in the city
from Albuquerque.
Recent arrivals at the Castaneda hotel are: L. H. Darby, J. S. Gay, Denver; O. L. Grambul, El Paso; O. L.
Tlchenor, Chicago; E. P. Ferguson,
Cincinnati; Butler McGrahahan, St
Louis.
,
D. J. Herron was "doing the burg"
today In the Interest of the Armour
Packing company, from his headquarters in Trinidad.
F. S. Stimson, Boston; Chas. Hammond, Mrs. Van Rader, Wilcox, Ariz.;
C. E. Slpson, La Junta; Roy Van Gilder, F. J. Cole, New York City; register at La Pension hotel as late arrivals
In the city.
Marcelino Romo, who arrived In the
city last Friday evening with his wife
and daughter, from his home at El
Cuervo, to have hla young daughter
treated here for illness, received word
Saturday night that his
son had suddenly died at EI Cuervo.
M.
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SALEAT

Brovn Trading Go. 'a
1

v

1
1
1
1

ly

Good 2nd. Hand Open Runabout. $25.
Good 2nd. Hand Open
Buggy,
Young: Jersey Cow, Cash or Easy Payments.
old Horse, good size.
Good
Saddle Ponny.
Durham 'Cow, just fresh.

.

$33.

ar

,

Las Vegas
Lending Feed and Grain Store
s

USE

Pouter There are" three reasons
why I don't play poker. First, I have
no money
Touter Never mind the rest The

CITY FIRM

BOSS PATENT FL OUR

Coyote.

SECURES BIG CONTRACT
-

13, 1909

ABSOHBLtTS

J3Iuertise!it$
CAPITAL

IFBES

MONDAY, DECEMBER

Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. 13. After
opening and going 4vef the bids of
a representative number of firms, the
board of county commissioners last
Saturday awarded to Seligman Bros,
company, the contracts for the furniture for the new county court house
and for the vault doors.
Seligman Brothers represented the
Ford Johnson company of Chicago,
the A. H. Andrews company of Chicago, and the M. L. Nelson company
of Chicago. They also represented the
DIebold Safe and Lock company of
Canton, O.
The Santa Fe Hardware and
company represented the Milwau
kee Chair company and the Chicago
Mission company.
Herman Ilfeld, of the Hfeld com
pany of Las Vegas, represented the
Carpon Furniture company of Chica-

She (with a pout) A mau always
treats his second wife better.

He (blandly) After a man has once
got rid of a balky horse he uses more
intelligence in picking out another.
Illustrated Bits.
"Who is the blindfolded party with
the pair of scales?" asked the stranger
in the art gallery.
"That represents Justice."
'Oh! I thought It was a sugar
weigher." Washlnton Star.
Our brides and grooms no
longer consider it the thing to be photographed together.
Slobbs No, and it's too bad. It cuts
off a lot of amusement for the grandchildren. Philadelphia Record.
Blobbs

And You Will Always Have

THE

BOSS BREAD'
"

Always Good Has No Equal
Handled By All Dealers

"Give me liberty or give me death,"
exclaimed the prisoner melodramatic
go.
ally.
Other firms represented were the
"The court regrets," responded the
Gunn Desk company of Grand Rap- judge coldly, "that you do not, seem
ids, by Herman Ilfeld ; the Herman quite to deserve either." Exchange.
Safe company of San Francisco; the
2,000 lbs or more each delivery 20c per hundred
"I am training my boy to be self- Carey Safe company of Buffalo,' N.
"
30c
1,000 to 2,000 lbs.
GRAVEL ROAD TO CONNECT
Y.; Mosler Safe company of Hamil- reliant"
"
40c
"
200
CARRIZOZO AND ROSWELL ton, O.; Herring, Hall, Marvin comto
lbs.
1,000
to
"Want him to be able
paddle his
50 to 200 lbs. "
pany of Hamilton, O.; Victor Safe own canoe, eh?
WANTED Young man wants to help
W. Lewis, assistant territorial and Lock company, of Cincinnati, O.;
J.
75c
Less
"Well, I want him to be able to op
than 50 lbs. "
In store during the busy days. Ape
work- Sweetser and Baldwin Safe com- erate his own motor boat." Louisville
engineer, has sent twenty-liv.
Optic.
ply
- McGviIre & Webb
men to the Plcacho Hill to cut the pany of Los Angeles; Paroelles Safe" Courier-Journawill mean the worst company of San Francisco; Trumroadbed
that
227
Main
Phone
a
WANTED A clerk for
general
'
part of the automobile and general bull Safe and Vault company of
do
how
Father
you
Well,
Carolyn,
7
Btore, at once. Must be a good salesroad from Ro3weIl to Carrl-zoz- o
like school?
man, speak English and Spanish, purpose
is being built by the good
that
of
Carolyn, age 6 Oh, so much papa!
and hare a thorough knowledge
For
roads commission of the
Father That's right, daughter. And
devet
the dry goods trade. Inquire at ttiis two weeks a small force territory.
simply
preparations
Drying
of men, from
catarrh ; they dry up the secretions, now what have you learned today?
office.
op
dry
three to five, have been at work on the which adhere to the membrane and decora
Carolyn I've learned the names of
hill, but at last Engineer Lewis has pose, causing a far more serious trouble of all the little boys. Harper
Ba
WANTED A man to do Janitor work.
NEW YEAR
CHRISTMAS
secured enough men to accomplish than the ordinary form of catarrh. Avoid zaar.
Call at the Las Vegas Hospital.
fumes, smokes and
some good, and from now on the all
snuffs and use that which cleanses, soothes
work will go on rapidly.
One day Helen bad been very
TRADE
and heals. Ely's Cream Balm will master
MEN LEARN BARBER
HOLIDAYS
The roadbed down the hill will be catarrh or cold
in the head easily and naughty, and her mother said, "Helen,
time
Short
required; graduates nine feet wide,' with a gutter on the
cent
60
sell
All
the
druggists
pleasantly.
if you are naughty you can't go to
earn $12 to $30 week . Moler Bar side leading up hill. This gutter will size.
Ely Brothers, 66 Warren btreet, heaven."
)
Los
York.
New
ber college,
Angeles.
be 2 2 feet wide and a foot deep.
"Well," said Helen, "I can't expect
The Balm is used without pain, does not
The roadbed is through rock and. the irritate
or cause sneezing. It spreads itself to go everywhere. I w,ent to 'Uncle
Excursion tickets will be on sale Dec. 23, 24, 25, 30, 31, '09 and
3
rest will be well graveled. All will over an irritated and angry surface, reliev. Tom's Cabin' once and the ciircus
l
Jan. 1st. 1910 to all points on the A T. & S. F. Stations in Colobe given a first class finish. Concrete ing immediately the painful inflammation. twice." The Housekeeper.
V
no
contains
Balm
Cream
cocaine,
rado, New Mexico and Texas, (El Paso Line) good to return up
culverts will be put in at every five
Ely's
FOR SALE Good match team, cheap. or six, hundred feet, with five or six meroury nor other harmful drugs.
to and including: Jan. 3rd. 1910 at the reduced rate of one and
Our humorists have been trying to
hundred
pounds of them on the entire hill.
one third fare for the round trip.
Weight twelve
find a suitable name for the French
teach. Also wagon and harness. InGOOD VALUE IN OLD PAPERS. craze over aeroplaning, which amounts
quire J. Hunziker, City Hall.
almost to a disease. One suggests
$20.35
Alone In Saw Mill at Night
El Paso Texas
another "flyfoid fever,'
M
"aerosipelas,"
Worked
Be
storms
N.
Can
$7.10
and
of
unmindful
Up
drafts,
Pulped
They
dampness,
Albuquerque,
National cash or cold, W. J. Atkins worked as night
FOR S ALE First-clas- s
and still another "Inflewenza." Well,
Into Excellent Coverings for
$4.50
N. M
Santa
Fe,
terms,
sale
for
register
cheap, easy
gentlemen, to contribute our share,
watchman, at Banner Springs, Tenn.
Floors,
$16.60
Denver, Colo
;
what is the matter with "skyatica?"
Inquire Bridge Bar.
Such exposure gave him a severe cold
$7.00
Trinidad, Colo'....
that settled on his lungs. At last he Old, torn and dirty papers are usu Boston Transcript.
M
$5.95
N.
Raton,
tried
Ha
work.
many
to
had
without
give up
furJniablngs
ld
ally regarded as articles
i.'S'OR
used
are
failed
till
he
'If
all
is
what
bo
bad
remedies
but
your eyesight
value, but a market Is easily found
at Dr.
for said
'at a bargain if. titken
'
v
and all intermediate points at the same ratio.
King's New Discovery. "After even for what are apparently the most yer Hanging around tne links ierr
y.
'
"?& -- Fourth fjreet
went
"I
asked
tall
the
of
about
using one bottle," he writes,
cost
a
cases.
At
caddy.
back to work as well as ever." Severe hopeless
can
and
Oh, I
get a job," responded
R. W. HOYT, Agent.
i.
inflamed $3.60 a ton theyfloor be pulped,which the short might
stubborn
coughs,
colds,
chaser.
ball
into
worked
coverings,
up
FOR SALE Legal blankk of all
throats and sore lungs, hemorrhages, with a thickness of about
of
"Get a job with bad eyesight?"
ecrlptloii .Noifcry seals and records croup and whooping cough get quick an Inch have the durability and elas"Sure thing. There might be some
relief and prompt cure from this gloriat The Op'Jo Office. f.v
All Aboard for Harvey"!!
When we con- spoony couples that want to play this wanter get In trouble."
ous medicine. 60c and $1.00. Trial tic tread of linoleum.
He found three other customers beOld papers cost say afternoon."
News.
goes out Saturday mornCarriage
the
sider
that
Chicago
all
OpThe
at
sale
drug
by
bottle
for
OLD newspapers
free, guaranteed
fore the train pulled out, in each case ing, returns following Friday. Leave
to be drawn
ton
the
"
$1.68
per
profits
gists.
tlo office, 10 cents a bundle.
The lecturer raised hla voice with repeating his warning.
from this manufacture when it is in
orders at Murphey'a or H. O. Brown
"You seem to be doing a pretty Trading Co's.
hands can be imagined. A new emphatic confidence. 'I venture to as-- ,
right
In
to
believe
ceases
woman
a
Many
of this kind must, however, be sert," he said, "that there isn't a man good business," reamrked a man who
love at first sight after marrying that flooring
Soiled, after having been laid down, in this audience who has ever done had watched it all. "But I don't see
Choked to Death
way.
with petroleum or any cneap vege- anything to prevent the destruction of why you'd run any more risk of getfurnished
,
is
said of babies who have
FpR RENT Five-roocommonly
drink
a
oil. This will prevent It from our forests."
took
if
table
trouble
they
ting in
house. Furnished rooms with bath,
died of the croup. How unnecessary
WAS YOUR GRANDMOTHER A
enable it
modest-lookinalso
will
and
A
started."
man
back
the
moldy,
in
before
the
train
going
tliCO ier week and tip. Call 618
this is. No child ever had the croup
GOOD COOKf
to be waxed or varnished, whereby It of the hall stood up.
"Ye don't, hey? Well, what them without
Grand. Phone Main 428.
having a cold or cough at the
Fifty years ago your Grandmother will become as durable and as brilwas
real
er
"I
in
had
I've shot woodpeckers," he bottl3
'em, pardner,
was successful in her baking in spite
start. If you will stop the firs', sympfloors. said.
wooden
inlaid
as
best
the
liant
cold tea." Everybody's Magazine. tom of the cough with Ballard's Hore-houn- d
Everybody's Magazine.
of many handicaps. In her day BakOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms,
a
Powder was a novelty. She was Great interest has arisen in Germany
Syrup there is no danger whating
and
with or without board. , Mrs. C. P. glad to pay 50 cents a pound for It. with regard to this new industry,
Colonel Peterby met his colored gar- ever of croup. Sold by Center Block
a
was
As
It
country.
prohibition
Hammond, V14 Main. Phone Purple Since her time mo iern improvements experiments are in progress to test soon as the train pulled up, a seedy dener, Jim Webster, a short time ago. Depot Drug Co.
have reduced the cost of manufacturo the effects of adding other bodies, little man with a covered basket on Jim had been recently married.
6242.
until a much better Baking Powder 13 such as pitch and mineral pigments to his arm hurried to the
g
"How do you like matrimony, Jim?"
open windows
Still, a
girl may be
the money. the paper pulp so as to manufacture
produced for only
Colonel Peterby.
asked
of
exhibited
a
smoker
the
and
quart
worthy a cigarette smoker's love.
Still the Baking Powder Trust ask floor coverings of different colors ana
Jim shook his head dubiously.
bottle filled with rich, dark liquid.
you to pay the old high prices
qualities.
'Want to buy some nice cold tea?"
"What's the matter?"
For Eczema, Tetter and Salt Rheum
e
Powsame
for
the
Baking
MACHINE and hand sewing done ders. K C BAKING POWDER com"Yer see, boss, before we were marhe asked, with just the suspicion of
The intense itching characteristic
street
712
Fifth
DOGS fN WEST.
G
reasonably.
bines the best of everything in matewink.
ried when I knocked at de dore ahe of these ailments Is almost instantly
rials, , quality and scientific skill to
Two thirsty looking cattlemen used ter say: 'Am dat you honey allayed by Chamberlain's Salve. Many
EXCELLENT Table board, home make the most perfect of all Baking St. Bernards of Alpine Stock Which brightened visibly, and each paid a suckle?',
severe cases have been cured by It
cooking, 25c par meal. 712 Fifth Powders Remember K C Baking
"Now when I come home she bawls For sale by all dealers.
dollar for a bottle.
Have Made Records In the
Powder gUaranteed under all Pure
street.
v
'Walt until you get outer the sta out 'Clean off dem boots before you
Rooky Mountains.
Food Laws. And the price 25 cents
before you take a drink," the lit comes In dat dore, you black mote!"
tion
The satisfaction of having a duty
25
ounce
a
can!
for
Few people are aware of the fact tle man cautioned them. "I don't Baltimore News.
HANDKERCHIEFS and llnena puris unloading it upon somebody else.
that there are a number of bt. Ber
chased at Farnham's. 712 Fifth
'
'Never judge a man by his actions, nard dogs of Alpine stock in the
street, stamped tree.
He may needvthe money.
Rocky mountains which have envwle
Prof. E. C. Lin- records as
One of the nicest things to a girl
A Card
most
entertainingly
writes
demann
about being engaged to a fellow is
Is to certify, that all druggists ahout one of these doE3, in the Su
This
man
likeJL
crazy
how he can act
are authorlzeoco refund your money burban Life. He says: "Leo's afiec
about, just the way fney do on the if Foley's Honey and Tar falls to cure tion for children seemed to be a pas
'
stage.
your cough or coldf'It stops the cough, sion. At one time he broke aown a
heals the lungs and prevents serious fence when he heard the cries of a
III
Health Is More Expensive Than results from
prevents pneu small boy who was receiving castiga- OAPITAL PAID IN
SURPLUS
monla and consumption. Contains no tlon at the hands of his mother, ana
Any Cure
is
a
in yellow put a stop to the proceedings. He had
genuine
This country is now filled with peo- opiates. The.
Refuse substitutes.
Red been very attentive to this little boy
ple who migrate across the continent package.
O. G. Schaefer.
in all directions seeking that which Cross Drug Co. and
when he was ill with typhoid fever
O. T. H03KINS, Cashier.
J. M CUNNINGHAM, President
s
of them
.,
.
sold cannot buy.
and lived in a tent in our garden on
FRANK SPRINGER, Vice President
P. B. JANUARY, Asst Cashier.
are suffering from throat and lung
It doesn't take much sparking to the recommendation of his physician.
trouble or chronic, catarrh resulting kindle the flame of love.
Leo never forgave the mother for her
from neglected colds, and spending
chastisement of the boy, and as a con
fortunes vainly trying to regain lost
Looking One's Best
seauence of his obvious dislike, the
health. Could every sufferer but un
It's a woman's delight to look her parents finally moved out of the
do the Dast and cure that first neg bvpt, but pimoles, skin eruptions, sorea
was Leo's dally habit to
lected cold, all this sorrow, pain, and bolls rob life of Joy. Listen! Buck-len'- s house. It
a number of children to the
conduct
DON'T THROWJAWAY
been
could
have
anxiety and expense
Arnica Salve cures them; makes
and
avoided. Chamberlain's Cough, Rem the skin soft and velvety. It glorifies ,thnni hnuae in the mountains,
1
without being coui'
your good dollars. If you do they won't come ?ack to you.
edy is famous for its cures of colds the face. Cures pimples, aore eyes, co alter tothem,
do so, when it was time
Remember they're timid, and can't .face the musio if
and can always be depended upon. cold sores, .cracked Hps, chapped iranded
they've
been misused, by being mispent.
.
Use it and the more serious diseases hands. Try It. Infallible for piles. for the session to close."
by all dea 25c at all drugists.
may be avoided. For sale
"
BANK YOUR DOLLARS AT THIS SAVINGS BANK
The Correct Time
.
lers.
to stop a cough or cold Is Just as soon
and keep adding to the account till it's worth
Whoever Is worth, doing at all gets as it starts then there will be no
If there Is anything you want,) The
something. Then
to a turn. ';
when chance offers, you'll have the needed cash to close some
"",:.
danger of pneumonia or consumption,
Optic can get it (or you.1 If it's tome-thin- done
Hore-houndeal that's presented.
Just a few doses of Ballard's
you don't want, The Optic (can
r "
. Don't be Hopeless
Syrup taken at the start will
sell it for you.
about yourself when you're crippled stop the cough. If it has been running
with rheumatism or stiffs Joints of en for sometime the treatment will
The way th devil catches m many course you ve tried lots ot things and he longer, but the cure is sure." Sold
think they are they failed. Try Ballard's Snow Lini by Center Block Depot Drug Co.
. people is makingyhem
OFFICE WITH
ment it will drive away all aches,
Just dodging mmi y
Sacn
leavewait
to
eatlsfied
and
and
stiffness
as
The
is
fellow
who
i ' 'I
Miguel
you
f.
pains
well as you ever were. Sold by Center for something to turn up gets use to
ThV most Impenetrable disguise
Block
Depot Drug Co.
frankness.
is
can
wear
woman
being turned down.
V

THE
MADE FROM PURE DISTILLED WATER

Phone Main OS. DrltJgo Street

' PRICES:

Help Wanted, Etc.

"50c

"

CRYSTAL ICE CO..

12-1- 8

l.

and

drying-inhalan-

ts,

For Sale

I

SALE'-rHouseho-

M
''e.f-TVppl-

'

.

one-thir- d

For Rent

g

'

2

1

one-thir- d

Miscellaneous

to-da- y

old-styl-

LIFE-SAVIN-

.

12-2- 3

San Miguel NationalBank
100.000.00 of Las Vegas
00,000.00

,

!l

9

Nine-tenth-

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

rwi

,

.

g

d

Las Vegas Savings Bank
Na.tiorJ Bank.
$$330

X

r

LAS VEGA

THE LOBBY RESTAURANT AND CAFE
Short Ordan and Regular Dinner
GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

THE BEST

DAILY OPTIC,

CAf.!EaA

POSTCFFICE

HANDLED

CHAPMAN

DIRECTORY

LODGEJ NO S, A. F. ft 4.
M. Regular com- -

PHY8ICIAN8

BLOOD TELLS
POSTMASTER
THE POSTAL CLERK'S
- TROUBLES

.
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SEVEN

BABY CARR'ACE

A DELIGHTFUL SMOKE

"Necessity as the mother of Inven

Uon brought forth an

lntereslag o!

spring which X saw a few dua hl-osaid the professional eoturreic!.:! pin
tographer. "One member of my cori
of assistants is a woman, and she docs
excellent work. None of my men rrn
do better. It Is hard for her, however;
to carry the large
cameras, glass
plates and other supplies she need,
but she never complains, and I haw
often wondered how she could mee.
the situation as well as she does. K
cently I learned. I met her accident
ally when she was out on a hard trip
and she had all her supplies in a ba
by carriage, which she was trundling
lightly before her, in the most maternal way. She laughed when 1
caught her, and admitted that a man
probably would not have thought o;
such a method, or, if he had thought
of it, he would have been shame-faceabout using it She said It was much
easier than packing her supplies. The
baby carriage was of the cheap, fold
lng variety, extremely light aiw compact, but it held a complete outOt,
"'Of course, I always include my
carrying case and strong leatherH
strap she told me, 'so that if I find
a place where I cannot trundle the
carriage I can strap the whole outfit,
including the folded wagon, and pack
it On the street cars I have to do
that, but you see I can fold the cart
Instantly, with the outat inside, snap
on the strap and board the car. Yos.
I think it is a good Invention, and it
looks so feminine.' "

j.msmm

.'

OF

. DR. A. J. BUTTERFIELD,
manloatfon first and
HELP
CAN
PATRON'S
H3W
GRADUATE VETERINARIAN
third Thursdays In
each month.. Visiting Office, Cbafln's Livery Stable, Phone
brothers
Little Care on Part of These Mailing
(cordially
Main 1.
touted. Geo. II. Klnkl. W. M., Chas.
Calls answered day or night
Packages, Etc., Will Avoid Delay
H. Sporleder, Secretary.
and Possible Loss Properly 'Tie
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
and Correctly Address Your Gifts
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY NO. 2
Dont' Forget to Put Sufficient Pott
DENTI8T
Knights Templar. Regular
age on Things You Send.
Has
conclave second Tuesday In Suite 4, Crockett Building.
each month at Masonic
phones at office and residence.
"Durlne the Christmas holiday sea
Tempi, 7:30 p. m. John S. Clark.
son which is now ODenlng. the ordin
,
K. C, Charles Tamme, Recorder.
F. R. LORD. DENTIST
ary everyday troubles of the average
postal employe are increased ten
B. M. Williams.)
to
Dr.
(Successor
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. I. ROYfold. At other times he has many
el Arch Masons.
Regular Office Pioneer Building, over Grand things to contend with, but at the
Leader. Rooms 3 and 4. Phone holiday season when the volume or.
convocation first Monday In
'
each month at Masonic
business is increased in a large de
Main 67.
gree he sometimes begins to think
Temple, 7:30 d. m. M. R.
are misdirecting letters ana
H.
people
Williams, H. P, Chai,
ATTORNEYS
parcels and otherwise doing things
porieder. Secretary.
they ought not to do, Just to annoy
GEORGE H. HUNKER
him," eald Postmaster F. O. Blood,
EL DORADO LODGE NO. 1
In speaking of the holiday postal conAttorney at Law
Knights of Pythias Office: Veeder Block Las Vegas New ditions.
'Durlne any ordinary time, all
meet every Monday
Mexico.
throueh the year for that matter, we
evening In Cuttt
HaU,.VIiittas JtnighW
tetters for transmission which
T think my son would make an get
are eorfilaU Invited.
some parts of the address. It
lack
- L Pr HaTENS,"""" artist,"' remarked the business man.
rarelv is the name of the addressee
Ohanoellor Command "Indeed!" exclaimed the famous paint
"but often it is the postoffice or the
er.
er. "Has he shown any marked tal
state that is missing. Letters ana
C. H. BERNHARD,
ent?" "No," replied the business man,
postal cards are dropped Into the boxI Keeper of Beoord and but he's
always, broke and doesn't es every day upon which no stamps
i seu.
seem to be good for anything."
have been Dlaced. Such either are
held and the person - sending the letBALOT LODGE NO. 77. FRATERNAL
PREJUDICE.
is notified to stop at
or
ter
first
UNION OF AMERICA--MeeCurious to state, prejudice keeps the officepostal
and
postage, or else tne
pay
month
of
each
and third Wednesday
us out of more good things than does
is notified that a
addressed
Derson
at Fraternal Brotherhood hall. W. lack of opportunity.
,
mail is being held here
of
piece
,
We
often
Thorn-MHan
article
of
merit
C.
pass
A. Glvens, F. M.; Bertha
by
'because the price Is low. The same pending the payment of postage.
Secretary. Visiting t members article at double
Is
wltn tancy
"Much trouble
the price would find
.j
us eager to try It. K C Baking Pow post cards. Under the postal regulasordially Invited.
the price of the tions no card which has mica or simder sella for
REBEKAH LODGE. L O. O. F. Baking Powders controlled by the ilar material, or to which any rough
lrust.
meets Becond and. fourth Thursday
substance is attached may be sent
Yet K C is
the Best without
evenings of each month at the I. O. Baking Powder guaranteed
being securely sealed in an
at any price.
The sealing entails the
O. F. hall. Mrs. Delia Pepperd, N.
envelope.
Thi ladies of this city who have
G.; Mr. E. J. McAllister, V. G.; Mrs. seen what K C Baking Powder will do nnvment of 2 cents costaee. which Is
T. F. Dailey, Secretary; Adelene prefer it to any other. They are only not understoo d by the average per
too glad to save their money and get son. The strange things some people
Smith, Secretary- a better article. It's the difference An with them arc surprising. Some
those ot of them are placed in a thin envelope
B. P. O. E. MEETS SECOND AND between "Trust" prices and
fair, honest competition.
the stamp affixed to the cara, unaer
each
fourth Tuesday evenings
A 25 ounce can of K C Baking
will be forVisiting Powder for 25 cents, and your money the impression that it
month at O..R. C. hall.
warded.
W.
better.
invited.
don't
like
if
it
returned
you
brothers are cordially
Althoueh the stamn is in plain
D. W.
M. Lewis, exalted ruler;
it cannot be cancelled and we
sight
A man has a natural tendency to ho
no rierht to open the envelope
Condon, secretary.
fall in love with women older than to cancel the stamp. Therefore it is
COM-!- j
himself till ha is 30; after that he held
cor(EASTERN STAR, REGULAR
up. Others cut a hole in tne
municaUon second and fourth can't find any older than he is.
ner
of the envelope, thus exposing the
Thursday evenings of each month.
stamp to cancellation. This is against
Pneumonia
All visiting brothers and sisters are
the rules. Several have come In re
Dr.
A.
"In
Sarah
says
Mrs.
pneumonia,"
treating
invited.
cently in which the stamp has been
cordially
'
W. J. Smith, of Sanders, Ala., "the iiseil to seal the tissue paper enve
Chaff in worthy matron; Mrs. Ida nnlv remprtv
I uaa for tha limes is
We cannot consider such se
Seelinger, secretary.
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy. While, lopes. sealed and cannot xorwara
curely
or course, I would treat otner sympNO.
toms with different medicines. I have them.
I. O. O. F.. LAS VEGAS LODGE
"Rut flurlne the holidays things are
at
evening
used this remedy many times in my
Monday
every
4, meet,
than ever. Letters and parcels
worse
visit.
All
failed
and
have
medical
Btreet
yet
practice
their hall on Sixth
come to the office on which msum-Hen- t
at-- ! to find a case where it has not conto
Invited
cordially
tng brethren
nostaee has been paid. That is
E. trolled the trouble. I have used it
tend, C. W. McAllister,. N. G.;
as has also my wife for comparatively easy, for the amount
myself,
!
Comstock. V. G.; R. O. Williams, coughs and colds repeatedly, and I due is collected berore tne letter or
!
secretary; W. E. Crltes, treasurer; most willingly and cheerfully re- nniOtneo is turned over to the per
commend It as superior to any other son to whom addressed. Parcels come
V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
cough remedy to my knowledge." in looslv or carelessly wrapped, and
NO. For sale by all dealers.
BROTHERHOOD,
which have lost the address.
FRATERNAL
at
The sender exnects to hear from
nlgnt
Frftlay
every
meets
102,
show great wisdom in not the person addressed and does not.
Children
building,
Schmidt
. their hall, in the
having the delusions about their paris started and sometimes
west of Fountain Square, at eight ents that their parents have about An inquiry
coris a complicated matter to locate
it
are
members
o'clock. Visiting
a missing parceh Sometimes" it never
pres- them.
dially welcome. Fred Phillips,
is located. Other parcels nave Deen
ident Jas. Lowe, secretary.
It's a Crime
wraDned so careless that the wrap
The worst ping paper with the address on it, has
to neglect your health.
COUNKNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
neglect that you can be guilty of is come oft the package. Perhaps part
and
second
meets
CIL NO. 804,
biliousness or of the contents has been lost. It all
- to allow constipation,
Thursday. O. R. C. hall, Pio- any liver or bowel trouble to continue. makes trouble, almost endless trouble,
neer building. Visiting members It is poisoning your entire system not only for the postoffice men, but
and may lead to a serious chronic dis- for
are cordially Invited. W. R. Tipton. ease.
persons sending and receiving
Take Ballard's Herhine and get
S.
F.
O. K.; E. P. Mackel,
by mall.
absolutely well. The sure cure for parcels
"Another cause of trouble is the
the
of
troubles
stomach,
and
all
any
AND THIRD
r. O. E. MEETS FIRST
liver and bowels. Sold by Center Block sending of breakable articles through
month, at
each
the malL The goods may be received
evenings
Drug Co.
Tuesday
Visit- Depot
in had condition, or perhaps the con
Fraternal Brotherhood Hall.
crushed
invited.
listeners; if tents of a package have been
Men are natural-boring brothers are cordially
we
C.
cannot
E.
neip
marrecognition,
beyond
president;
they can't buy parrots, they get
John Thornhill
Such thines ought not tcvbe sent
that
ried.
J
Ward, secretary.
by mail, and persons sending must
FRATERNAL-Brotherhootake their own risk in doing so.
IN
No Case on Record
UD MEN MEET' every second and
"The illegible address Is somehaJ
There is no case on record of a cough
that we always have to contend
thing
or
the
at
eighth
in
or cold resulting
pneumonia
fourth Thursday, sleep
The
with.
e
postal clerks as a general
and
Tar
after Foley's Honey
ron. Visiting brothers always
will stop your proposition become experts in debeen
aa.lt
has
taken,
David
to the wigwam.
and break, up your coia quicmy. cohering difficult writing. The lack
Davis, cough
nefiiRA but hut the genuine Foley's of proper address is an old story, and
ITint. sachem; Walte H.
of Honey-anTar in a yellow package. generally if sufficient address is givchief of records and collector
Contains no opiates and is sate ana en to make a guess at what is meant
wampum.
sure. Red Cross Drug Co. and O. G. the letter is forwarded to a guess
LODGE NO. 645. Schaefer.
,
,
ROSENWALD
address in a hope that it may prove
E.
J.
Wedthe right one. It is the carelessness
L O. B. B. Meets every first
All that glitters is not gold; some exhibited in mailing parcels and the
the
vestry
in
month
the
of
nesday
- are blondined.
folly of doing as so many persons do
room of Temple Monteflore, Dougin sending delicate materials through
Mlnth afreet. VisiU .
uv
j
iss veiii
Stuna For 15 Years
the mall3 that makes such extra work.
invited.V
' "If I were to give a set of rules I
tng brothers are cordial
nancs
trvlne
iTiriippRHnn'g
many
hv
Charles Greenclay, president; RaDDi doctors and $200.00 worth of .medicine should say, first of all be sure the
v
J. S. Raisin, secretary.
in vain. B. F. Ayscna, of Ingiesiae, N. package Is - wrapped properly. Be
r. .. At. Inst used Dr. King's New Life sure that it contains nothing that
Pills, and writes they wholly cured- might break in transit Be sure that
him. They cure constipation, ninous- the address is properly attached in a
ness, sick headache, stomach, liver, way that it will not be likely to come
kidnev and bowel troubles. 25c at all
off. Of course it would be nice If
druggists.
people would take 'still further precautions and see that sufficient postTry to be satisfied with the best you age is applied and that the address is
can get.
written so that.it may be deciphered
easily, but such things do not bother
if nii HpsIta a clear comolexion so
much as the other. The people at
take Foley's Orlno Laxative for const!- nation and liver trouble as it will stim large can help or hinder the postoffice
ulate these organs and thoroughly department in the, proper distribution ,
niAnnsA voiir system, which is what ev of the mails especially during Christ-astime,! more than any system that
eryone needs in order to feel well. Red
can be devised."
Cross Drug Co. and O. u. schaefer.
one-thir-
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Ingenious Wsy In Which a Profefii;.i'
at Woman Photographer Carries
Her Elg Outfit.

BUSY PLACE
HOLIDAY TIME

SOCIETY AND BUSINESS

MONDAY, DECEMBER

Clear
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CIGARS
POPULAR BRAND

TMC MOOT

IN

A BOX OP

.THE MARKET

4

El Arabe Cigars

d

IS A MOST WELCOME XMA8 GIFT

of
Wholesalers
En
General e io ei indices

CURIOUS NEEDLES IN EUROPE.

Men's, Boys' and Children's Clothing a Specialty.

One Made from a Hair and Another
Is Covered with Beautiful

Mail Orders Promptly Filled.

Engraving.
Many years back the then (inn of
Prussia visited a needle manufactory
in his kingdom. He was shown a number of superfine needles, thousands of
which together did not weigh half an
ounoe, and marveled how such minute
objects could be 'pierced with an eye.
But he was shown something even
finer. The workman whose business
It was to bore the eye in the needles
asked for a hair from the monarch's
head. It was readily given, and with
a smile the borer placed It under his
machine and made an eye In it This
he furnished with a thread, and then
handed the singular needle to the as
tonished king.
Another most curious needle was
In the possession of Queen Victoria. It
was made at the celebrated needle
manufactory at Reeditch, and represents the . column of Trajan in mini
n
ature. This
Roman column
is adorned with numerous scenes In
sculpture which Immortalize Trajan's
heroio actions in war, and on this
diminutive needle, which-wa- s
presented to the queen on her visit to the
famous manufactory in December,
1864, scenes In her life are presented
in relief, but so small that It requires
a powerful magnifying glass' to see
them clearly.
The "Victoria" needle can, more
over, be opened, and contains a num
ber of needles of smaller size, which
are also adorned with scenes In re-

,

.

What He Used.
He Is an urchin of possibly six, with
straight red hair and impish face. In
the New Jersey suburb where he lives
his name Is a synonym for general
deviltry, despite parental efforts. A
few days ago an irate matron sent a
note saying that her daughter had
been shocked by the urchin's bad lan
guage.
Tearfully and somewhat helplessly
a flushed young mother confronted a
placid small boy. "What shall I do
with you, son?" she . asked. "What
bad language can you have used that
Mrs. Blank should forbid you to play
with Nellie
'Oh, nothing much,", was the re
ply. "Only the ordinary swear words
I use about the house, mother. I
wouldn't worry about it if I were
you."

and Domlora In
Mouses
CmmtLam
Mm

Mm,

at

Albuquoroue, Mm NI.,Tuoumoarl,
Voga,
Mm Mm,
Mm Mm,
togan.
Trinidad, Colorado
Pooot,
M.M.,

BAIN WAGONS;

the Dost FaK. 17s

Ct,

RACINE -- SATT LEY

3
'

r"iinw

Retail Pricek:
3,000 lbs., or more, each delivery, 20c per 100 lbs.

lbs., to 3,000 lbs., each delivery, 25c per 100 lbs.
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery, 30c per 100 lbs
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., each delivery, 40c per 100 lbs.
Less than 50 lbs., each delivery, 50c per 100 Ib$.

1,000

PURA COMPANY V

AQUA

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the
purity and lasting- qualities of which have made Las Vega
-

famous.

Office:

701 Douglas ayenue.

.

:

Browne & Haiizanares do.
WHOLESALE OROCERS
'

.

Why the Show Failed.
A horse show was recently held In
Pittsburg and the attendance was go
small that the managers have decided not to have any more such exhibitions. We have not been apprised of
the cause of the failure of the show,
but it may be assumed that a good
many of Pittsburg's fashionable dress
makers failed to have things finished
when they were promised.

'

and PELTS

WOOL, HIDES

r

Two Kinds of Tiresome Persons.
There are two classes of very tire
some and displeasing individuals
those who appear to be just what they
are and those who appear to be what
they are not The
surly
gloom-bearcould be Improved with
affectations of cheerfulness.. For him
to be himself is to Inflict agony upon
a suffering world. The other one, with
affectations
would improve
with a semblance of sincerity. One's
word and thoughts must be harmonious.
One's ideas and one's appearance must be in keeping. In fact we
must beautify generally, rather than
in spots or sections.

(Incorporated)

WHOLESALE MERCHANTS

well-know-

lief.

ami CO.

GROSS, KELLY

Wool, Hides and Pelts.
All kinds of Native Products.

.'

"
-

Grain Sacks, Hay Presses.
Wholesalers of Drugs and Patent MedicinesHigh Explosives, .Fuse and Caps.

-

Headquarters In the Territory for

'IMScAghicultural Impleiviehts
FILL

LINE

CF MEXICAN

AKSLE

0

SOAP

i

Opera Bar
Pellet's Drcur

0
m

m

i

fiff
-

.!

"Do

His 8cheme.
you go with your family on

their vacation?"
"Oh, no. They go and stay a month.
The day before they return I start oh
a two weeks' trip; that gives me six
weeks ot rest" Cleveland Plain
Dealer.
-

I

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC

EIGHT

i

u

Extra Fancy

Canto Clara
r? -

!.

1CDD

IHJsbipcq BUbhhEiqc
SPECIAL

'

'udvtg. VJmZfUdiil

At Tho Store of

'

LOCAL NEWS
Buy Xiuas gifts

25

per cent off,) at

"

ur rride

at Fete

Regular dance
morrow evening.

at

Mrs. O'Brien's

The assistants in the office of the
district clerk are busy these days

Big cut in Mexican drawn
Doll's, Jeweler and Curio.

131,

Phone Vegas

1

SELECTION
OF A GOOD BANK

lis important, not only for the present, but
also for the years to come.
iThe right Bank connection will be a material
help to your every day business.
jThis Bank has a successful record of safe,
conservative t banking from the day of its or.
ganization.
j.

SIXTH STREET

WE INVITE YOUR BUSINESS

SUNKIST

The First, National Bank

Now is

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President.
HA1XETT RAYNOLDS, Aw't Cashier
E. D. KA YNOLDS, Cashier.

Will Be Unloaded Tomorrow

D. W. CONDON

THEY WILL BE

Orders

All Kinds of Coal, Wood and Coke. Pine and
Pinion Wood

and

r

21

Foot of Mtvin St.
ORDER

If You Aro Particular

A

BOX FOR YOUR
HOME

STERILIZED
by our methods.
Our methods, appliances
and supplies are the best

We do not blend our own stock. We leave
it to Chase and Sanbbrns experts; That is
their business. Our business is to sell

Tta Cost cf fyciylMag Eatable

known.
We would be pleased to
serve you.

V

Grszbro, CufaZcra tsndCsksra

at

Trial is to Buy Here Always.

this morning. Judgment was Tender
ed In favor of the plaintiff. The casi
was appealed to the district court

Boucher's

There will be a social session of
the Elks' lodge tomorrow evening. All
members and visiting Elks are urged
to be present

"THE COFFEE MAN"

The OpUo leads; other tag.

Pay Your 8chooI Poll Tax.
am Instructed by the board of ed
ucaUon to begin with the collection
ot school poll tax tor the year 1909
at once, which Is $1.00 for all able
bodied men over 21 years old. My
office hours are from 2 to 4 o'clock.
p. m. at my office. In the City HalL
CHAS. TAMMK,

Secretary Board of Education.
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In the wood. Direct from distillery
you. At the Lobby, ot course.

'

;

to

Try a dram ot Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera bar. Serred from barrels on the bar.
Caratalr's rye served at the Antler
only.

-

The best draft beer In the city. At
The Lobby, of course.

Pabst's draught beer on Up only
at Opera bar.

On All of Our Boys'

and Children's Suits and Overcoats

For Hojzt 15 Day a
As we find that we are overstocked on
Biys' and Children's Suits and Overcoats, we have decided to give this

'

20O FINE BOSTON FERNS
2Bc to CB.OO

Ira

4

5.00
5.50
6.00
6.50

J

'"

Greenhouses
Las
Vegas
Phone Main 276
PERRY ONION,
Prop.

3.60
4.00
Suits,
Suits,
4.40
Suits,
4,80
Suits, ...... 5,20

We handle none but the best The Ederheiher Sfein & Co.
GOOD MAKE.

Tito Boston Clothing Houco
M. QRELNBERQUt,
.

Prop.

'

mk v

Also Plenty of Blooming Plants and Cat

'

I,'
i.

Pure Things to Eat

VEGETABLES

BIG REDUCTION
Las Vegas
$4:00 Suits
$3,20
Steam Laundry
50 Suits

A Christmas Present That Lasts a Lifetime.

that isWhy we are

Chaco asd Gr:borns Solo Agents

V

.

H. STEARNS

UDELL

-

MAIN 81

Can Pleaoo You

'

A

SHIPMENT OF

THOROUGHLY

in Your Siieotlon of Tern and Ooffoe

VJo

t

Juicy

FEB

by Telephone Promptly and
Carefully Filled.

every-

RJpe,
Sweet

A LARGE

Celery
111 A. PAPEH'S

There will.be a special meeting of
the East side fire department tonight
for the purpose of making tho final
arrangements for the big ball which
the department will give in the Dun
can opera house on Friday evening,
The case, of J. W. Clay vs. Miguel December 31st. Don't forget this soBaca, for certain commissions due on cial affair and don't forget the date,
the sale of sheep, was haard before Friday evening, December 31st
Justice of the Peace D. R. Murray
PATTERSON DAIRY INSPECTED.
I wish to say to my customers and
to the public, that my fine herd of
cows has been inspected by U. S. Vet
erinary Inspector Dr. C. E. EttHng
and are all O. K., and it is the only
herd In the city that wears the silver
ears, from the Cattle
are a safeguard against the tags In their
Sanitary board. And I wish to say to
DANGER OF DISEASE
you that there will not be a cow add
ed that does not wear one of these
We WILL NOT knowing
tags. Tou need not doubt, come and
ly accept bundles from in see.
A. W. PATTERSON
fected sources and

thing we wash is

RECEIVED

and
home grown

Methods

CAPITAL and SURPL1JS $130,000.00.

JUST

the time
to order
your
Christmas
Turkeys
Cranberries

Our Sanitary

OF LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO.

PHONE MAIN 107

.

Winter apples, delivered at your
home for two cents a pound. Call
Olive 5052.

A crowd of twenty persons spent
yesterday skating up Hot Springs
work. canon. They report the ice is very
good on dam No. 3.

.

Phone Main

:

,

Jake Graaf,

45.

The Ladies' Aid society of the
Secretary Fitzsimmons of the Y. M.
Methodist church will meet tomorrow C. A. filled the pupilt at the Baptist
afternoon at 2:30 at the parsonage.
church Sunday in the absence of the
pastor.
English dinner ware buy Just what
A party of about thirty enjoyed the
you want. 5c and 10c store.
skating on Green's Lake yesterday af
The Pearl Hand laundry, a laundry ternoon. Skating parties ara going
that never tears your clothes. A trial to be quite frequent this season.
will convince.
Something new all the time. We
Dan Rhodes has a team of horses buy and sell every day. May & Hlle,
for sale cheap. Inquire Cooley's livery Bridge street.
stable.
The many friends of Col. R. E.
Winter apples delivered at your TwitcheW will be pleased to learn that
home for two cents a pound.' Call the colonel is again 'able to be out af
Olive 5052.
ter an Illness of many days, during
Lwhlch he has been confined to his bed.
METALOGRAPHT HOME WORK- ING SETS at Mackel's.
Wonderful assortment
of Christ
mas gifts. Low prices. Souvenir. Farn-ham'712 Fifth street
The Ladies' Guild will meet Tu
day afternoon at 2:30 with Mrs. M.
M. Padgett, Sixth and Freedman.,
There will be a regular drill of
Company H. tomorrow evening at the
The J. E. Rosenwald Lodge I. 0. B. armory. At this drill definite ar
B. will give their annual Hanuka. ball rangements will be made for the
this evening at the O..R. C. halU
grand opening ball which will be given in the near future by the mem
'
Call and see some of our water col bers of the troop.
or novelties and hand painted china,
Mrs. W. D. Kelly will entertain the
5c and 10c store.
Ladles' league of the Presbyterian
There will be a sheriff's sale of the church at the residence of Mrs. H,
household effects of H. C. Kelley tc-- W. Kelly, 825 Sixth street, Tuesday
afternoon, December I4tli at 2:30 o'
clock. All the ladles are cordially
invited.
A FRESH CAR OF

(

Fancy Towels for Dresser Scarfs.
Pillow Tops, Fancy Stamped Linens and an
endless variety in all House Linens.

a,

1

Linen.

;?

Meats of all kinds, pickles, kraut.
to mince meat,
poultry, fine eggs and
market.
butter, at the Star meat

Get the best at Nolette's barber
shop.

Las Vegas Roller Mills

'

?j

01 caiienDerg ocarrs, TaDie
Centers and Stand Covers all in pure

gg
,

copying records.

flour a year now and the only complaint we ever
had was made by a family who had been using these
other so called high patented fllours. They said
it made the bread so good that they nsed too much
flour. Can you beat that? Try a sack and be
convinced at your grocers. If he offers yon something just as good or better, phone us as we know
it has a few equals and no superiors. Then too,
if you as Graham flour, Whole Wheat flour, or
Corn Meal flour, ask for the Las Tegas product as
we warrant them strictly high class, and freshly
made.

.1 jLyfcuR

TablCloths

iuu nne

.a.

3

.

Miss Grace Cllne will entertain a
few of ' her friends at her home
corner of Ninth street and Jackson
Buy your toys and Christmas tags
avenue, this evening.
at Mackel's.

We Have Been Making

Phone Main

Oriental, rugs
Maloofs,

A full line of Linen Hemstitched
with Napkins to match..

r

The Meadow City Glee club will
meet tomorrow evening at 7:45. $v-er- fig
one is requested to be on tim,-- fib

at Maloofg.

Spare ribs and Bauer kraut
Roth's.

J

morrow morning at 10 o'clock at the
store rooms of the Rosenthal Furniture company on Railroad avenue..

$20.00 graphaphone
given away
Christmas tree trimmings and can
jjo
dles, all Blzes, at the 5c & 10c store. Saturday evening. See about.it this
week at the 5c & 10c store.
3

They Aro Very FIno

it

, .

y

Advertised for Saturday did not
show up until this a. m.

...

-w

Phono Main 979

WEATHER REPORT
December 11 ;1909 "
Temperature Maximum 32; mini- uum 8; range 24.
Forecast Tonight and
Tuesday
"
fair.

n. d.
Tho
Arizona Gvcct Oranrjoo
a

for useful;
1 Xmas Presents 1

Full stock of lap Robes

Twenty Cento a Pound

:''

I

7So

Full limed blankets with

IsCDe Store

CDis

Keep your Horse warms It Is half tho feeA

Prunes

but " '
regular 2 So Mad
"
"U, rprlomd

Tho

.1

13, 1909

MONDAY, DECEMBER

r.

